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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TER-MS USED
The United States of America has been actively engaged in
a war against her enemies, the Empire of Japan and the German Reich,
for a period of time over two years. This war will have far-reach-
ing effects upon the lives of children everywhere. We are told by
the Children's Bureau^ that, "We cannot protect our children from
life, we can only help them to face it and go forward." We realize
with P. Gastwirth and J, Silverblatt that;
The movies, the radio, the press, the pulpit, the
classroom discussions, the assembly programs, the air-
raid drills, the black-outs, the air-raid wardens, the
overheard conversations of parents and other adults,
and the drafting of relatives and neighbors, all form
a grim network gf war experiences from which few child-
ren can escape,
"One of the great problems of modern times," according to
3
F. K, Branom
, "is the proper education of our boys and girls so
that they will become good intelligent American citizens."
Children's Bureau, United States Department of Labor,
"Children In W'e.vtine No, 1" Bureau Publication #282 Washington,
D.C, 1942. p, 19
*'P, Gastwirth and J, Silverblatt, "Reactions of junior high
school children to the war," High Points, 25:59-63 Ja '43.
^Frederick K. Branom, "The Teaching Of The Social Studies
In A Changing World," (New York: TiT, H. Sadlier, Inc., 1942)
p. vii.
r
Pearl Buck reveals to us a sad truth when she states.
I suppose there has never been an age when children
suffered more heavily thstn they have in this one. It is
ironical that in an age when we have prided ourselves on
our progress in the intelligent care sjid teaching of child-
ren we have at the same time put them at the mercy of new
and ifaost terrible weapons of destruction,^
The rates of progress in the different phases of our way of life or
culture have not been vinlform. Scientists have perfected machines,
psychologists and educators of every type have given us a greater
understsmding of child natvxe, but as a nation, we have neglected
the so-called art of getting along in the world. This weakness or
cultural lag must become an objective for improvement. Such an
out-of-jointedness in any society may be corrected in time by pro-
viding proper education for the coming generations of world citizens.
The importance of education and re-education of all peoples in the
post war world is emphasized by W, F, Vaughari:
The settlement of international disputes by non-
violent means has been mentioned as one of the essentials
of a world at peace. The attainment of such a goal will
depend on winning popular support in all countries for in-
stitutions like the League of Nations and the World Court,
— also it will depend upon the development of new habits,
a process of re-education in which hostile, nationalistic
habits must be broken down and cooperative international
habits built up,^
Pearl Buck "Save the Children for Tihat?" Journal of
Educational Sociology, 17:195-9 D '43.
5
Wayland F, Vaughan, "A Psychologist Views the Prospect of
a Lasting Peace" Bostonia, p. 809, February, 1944,

Victoria Wagner states, "It is more important than ever that
children should be well-informed and have an intelligent founda-
tion for understanding other peoples in their own and in distant
7
comtries." "Too young for this, too old for that,"' C. M, Eo"wman
reminds us, "these junior high age young folk are more than
in-betvreeni • . In them, too, is our hope for the future,"
8
Lucien Aigner asks, "Where do our children stand? How much do
they already know? TOiat are their problems?"
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. The p\irpose of this study was
to inquire into the attitudes and knowledge held by girls and boys
of grade seven concerning different features of the present world
crisis, rubrld War II, The problem involved (l) the making of a
questionnaire to be given to individuals of selected groups,
(2) the tabulation and interpretation of the results of all the
questionnaires given.
Victoria Wagner, "Children's Work Experience in Wartime,"
Progressive Education 121-123 March 1943.
n
Clarice M, Bowman, "War hits the early teen," International
Journal of Religious Education 20:13-14 N '43.
Lucien Aigner, "Children and the War" Grade Teacher
61:17, 19 0 '43.

Importance of the study. The entire coxintry recognizes that
9
youth is a source of national strength in the current crisis. The
attitudes and knowledge held by Jiaiior high school pupils will be a
guide or the basis for their future behavior in the post war world,
10
The importance of attitudes is stressed by K, J, Longstreet when
he states, "Achievement tests have shwpn clearly that the facts
learned in any school subject are soon forgotten . , the important
outcomes are not the fact but the attitudes, or at least that the
11
attitudes are of equal importance," C, M, Dixon reminds us that,
"Psychology has taught us that the way a child lives in his early
years determines to a great extent the kind of adult he vdll be,"
Rose Zeligs claims that the, "Conditioning the child to the cul-
tural patterns of his group begins with his birth and continues through
life. The concepts and attitudes of his associates become his by
means of attendant and direct learning," More studies are needed
to find out just what our girls and boys are thinking and what
attitudes are being formed concerning peoples of the world.
American Association of School Administrators, "Schools and
Manpower" ffwenty-First Yearbook , Washington, D, C,, 1943, p, 399,
''^R, J, Longstreet, "An Experiment with the Thurstone Attittide
Scales." School Review
,
43:202-208, 1935 p. 202,
l^C, M. Dixon, "V*hen Play Goes Warlike," Parents; 17; 26-7 J '42.
12Rose Zeligs, "Racial Attitudes of Children," Sociology and
Social Research, 21:361-371, 1S37,
eJ.
There is a noticeable decrease in enrollment of pupils from
1
3
grade seven to grade eight. Among the various reasons for this
decrease, we must remember that many pupils have become of ap-e to
apply for their worlcing papers and many of these pupils leave school
to go to work. Their formal public school education ended, it is
interesting to find out as nearly as we can what 'attitudes and
knowledge these pupils hold upon such a timely issue as the present
war.
The attitudes and knowledge held by our girls and beys of
jxmior high school level are of interest to the pupils themselves and
are of importance to educators, in that, these reactions may reveal
weaknesses in our public school teaching, and also show what accom-
plishments have been achieved in preparing these young people to assume
new responsibilities and to take their places in our society,
II. DEFINITIONS
Attitude. "An attitude is a 'set', readiness to act, for
14 15
or against a thing." Trailer tells us that influences contribu-
ting to the acquisition of attitudes include, (l) the effect of
parents' attitudes, (2) institutional rroups, (3) educational system.
•^^Paul V. McNutt, "Biennial Survey of Education" U.S. Office
of Education Bulletin, 1940, No. 2 'U.S. Bo^'t Printing Office,
Washington, D. C, 1942.)
14Gardner Murphy, Lois Barclay Murphy, Theodore M, Newcomb,
"Experimental Social Psychology", (Boston: Harper & Brrs.)
15Walter S, Monroe, Editor, "Encylopedi.a of Educational Re-
Search" University of Illinois. (N,Y,, MacMillan Co,, 1941) p, 31.
cI
(4) movies and (5) prestige and attitudes of others.
Knowledge, T/Vhat one knows. Acquaintance with fact;
the state of being aware of something or of possessing information.
III. ORGANIZATION OF REMAIMDra OF THE STUDY
Available studies carried out by other educators and liter-
ature resigarding the attitudes and knowledge of children or the
war are reviewed. A sinranary of the preparation and the selection
of items used in the final questionnaire for tnis survey are pre-
sented. A summarized total of all the results of all the schools
tested is given, followed immediately by a summary for the results
for each school. The summarized results are given according to
the different sections of the test, or questionnaire. The last
chapter of this study is devoted to an interpretation of the find-
ings of this svirvey, followed by a brief smmary of the entire
study and final conclusions.
W. T. Harris, editor, "Vfebster's New International
Dictionary of the English Language." (Springfield, Massacnusetts
:
G. & C. Merriam Company, 1S25.) p. 1195,

.1
CHAPTER II
REVIEW CF THE LITERATURE
Much has been written concerning children and the war.
There are numerous articles to be found in newspapers and in
popular magazines. Much discussion, thinking and writing may be
expected on such a timely world issue.
Literature on children and the war. Some authors have
stressed the magnitude of the world situation. D, C. Fisher states,
"Our great American Federation is so vast in size and so complex in
organization that even alert and well-informed people find it hard
to keep track of what is going on in all the fields of activity in
2
our nation." J. S. Plant declares, "In exciting times it is dif-
ficult for anyone to see beyond the pressures of each day,"
The children of the United States, according to M. H.
3 4
Arbuthnot
^ are still comparatively untouched by war, B, DeVoto
reminds us that, "Up to our generation no children in America have
been in danger of bombs falling from the sky."
Dorothy Canfield Fisher, "Our Yovmg Folks" (New York:
Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1943.) p. xiii
2j. S. Plant, "You can't stop them" Ed. Leadership 102-5 N '43.
M. H. Arbuthnot, "Children's Reading During the War."
Childhood Edi-tcat ion, 19:125-9 N. 1942.
4Bernard DeVoto, "Dead center; from the pioneer child to the
child of today." Harper's, 185:557-60, 0. 1942,

J, D. Abbott summarizes our present problems as follows:
The backdrop against which the present problems of
youth are highlighted is a familiar one to all of you -
poverty-broken homes and poor living and recreational
facilities, added to which are the sociological factors
implemented by the war, migrant populations, women in
industry, army and navy cantonments encroaching on
already overburdened communities, racial hostilities,
newly developing caste systems, changing social mores,
and poor parental standards,
^
P,
Women will have to work, and D, Thompson states, " , . even
women with children will have to work. But the children must be
7
cared for while they work," An editorial in Newsweek states,
"Even in America thousands of 'door-key children' novj" roem the
streets, temporarily orphaned by working mothers and fighting father
g
A. E, E, Meyer selects child labor as problem number one of all
9
our nation's problems. S. Krech considers babies the most im-
portant hopd of our future. Many day care nurseries for young
children have been organized as an aid to working mothers.
''^^
J, E, Abbott, "I have seen the children," Ed, Leadership,
1:95-7 N, 1943,
Dorothy Thompson, "Children of Working Mothers," Ladies'
Home Journal , J. 59-60, Jl. 1942.
"ITar Against Children", and editorial Newsweek, 22:96-7
D, 13, 1943,
g
A, E. E, Meyer, "From. Bviffalo to Wichita" Ed. Leadership,
1:67-70, N. 1943.
'
9
Mrs, Shepard Freeh, "Babies and Patties," Parents Magazine
,
17:2, Ag. 1942,
•''^"New Policies For Vi/'ar Care of Young Children," Education
For Victory, 1:5-6, Ag. 15, 1942,
GC
Our government is trying to meet these problems by follow-
ing a seven-point program'^''", lArhich includes such services as counsel-
ing, da^'time care centers for young children, proj;;rams for school
age children, foster day care, parent education, supervised home-
12
making services and health facilities. One commission report
found that there are in thirtypthree states and territories no less
than three hundred and twenty-five military and industrial areas
where urgent health needs of mothers and children are not being met,
13
Virjrinia E. Stone reports' that the war is influencing the lives
of the children of the middle west just as much as children in
other areas of the United States. It is interesting to note also
that many children tested for this study came from defense areas
where their families are facing these same problems in New England.
There seems to be an endless amount of newspaper and magazine
articles concerning the relation of parents' behavior and the
stability of their children's emotional patterns. The emotional
reactions of children to war emergencies are being carefully
studied by educators in this coimtry, T/Ye have learned a great deal
from the English and educators of other foreign comtries who have
generously told us of their first hand experiences mth war problems.
^^"Keeds of children in defense areas," Education for
Victory
,
1:23-4, Jl. 15, 1942.
"Children's Charter In Yfar Time," American Journal of
Public Health, 32:1076, S. 1942,
13
Virginia E, Stone, "An Ounce of Prevention," Progressive
Education, March, 1943, p. 130-1.

14
We are reminded by L. T. Mower that, "Parents have to
face the problem of explaining this war to their children preparing
even the youngest to noet its hardships." Man;;' authors seem to
be in agreement concerning the type of behavior of the parents and
15 16
the reflected behavior of their children, a, Allen , D. Baruch
,
17 18 19 20 21
B. Beverly
,
E. Blue , H. Bernard , H. Burgess
, M. Gerard ,
22
and E. A. T-itman
^ all stress the fact that children will be upset
if their parents or the adults in charge cf them are upset. These
children need confidence and reassurance. It isn't always what
happens to v.s that is i'nportant but how v^e adjust to the situation
and then carry on.
'^L. T. Mowrer, "War and our children," Ladies Home Journal,
59:81-2 Ag. 19^2.
15
F, n. Allen, "dan the youngest take it?" Parents magazine,
V. 17, 26-7, >Tov., 1942.
16
Dorothy W. Baruch, "You, Your Children and lar,"
(New York: D. Appletcn-Century Co., 1942)
17Bert I. Beverly, "Protecting childre^^ from war fears is
advised," Science News Letter
,
42:28, Jl. 11, 1942.
1
8
Edna Blue, "Children in wartime." Nation, V. 154,
545-546, May 9, 1942.
19
Harold Bernard, "Help Your Child Build Courage"
Parents magazine, 27, Jan., 1943.
20Helen Steers Burgess, "Facing war without children,"
Parent-s magazine, V. 17, March, 1942.
21
Margaret li, Gerard, "Wartime fear^ of children,"
National Parent-Teache r, 37:3091 Je, 1043.
22
E. A. Whitman, "Keeping youjig chins up; protect children from
hatred and fear and prepare for the future." Parents m. 17:29, S. '42.

23 24 25 26
H. Agar
,
E. Boettiger
, h. Butler , and B. Fowler
emphasize the importance of giving children sorae responsibilities,
to keep the children occupied, and carry on ^he daily routine as
nearly normal as is posstftle. As to children's questions concerning
27 28
the war, C. Moses and an editorial tell us to f^ve cnildren
frank, honest answers. The children should enjoy being with their
parents in a natural home atmosphere. On the other hand, fears
are not to be held in but rather expressed and this should not be
considered as shov/ing weakness or lack of courage. Whatever has
to be told children is usually more easily accepted from their
parents or from adults they love, or from those in whom they have
confidence.
Many articles strees the importance of the work of our schools
in the present world crisis. It has been said that all modern W8.rs
23
Herbert Agar, "Explain to your children what we're fighting
for," Parents magazine, J, 1942, p, 21,
24
E, F, Boettiger, Independence begins at two," Parents ni.
17:32-3 and S. 1942.
25
H, L. Butler, "Books: guardie.ns of growth," National
Parent-Teacher
,
37:8-10, S. 1942,
26
B, P, Fowler, "T!here school 8Jid home meet," Parents mag,
17:23 and S, 1942.
27Carolyn Holmes Moses, "What children need most, emotional
security," Parents magazine, 17; 17, 0, 1942,
28
"Answers given to child's questions about war," Science
News Letter, 41:395 Je. 20, 1942.
c/
29
have resulted in educatioral reforms. Wars accelerate social
30
change and R. Byrns says, "The immediate effect of the war on the
schools of the United States was to hasten the break with traditions
which had become so familiar that only radical educational thinkers
32
had dared question them. P. McNutt , m. Fenner and E. Fishburn
declare that teaching is essential war work and teachers should
33
stay in their positions, E, Stanton states;
Education is important, To do our work "well,
we must come into closer contact with the v/orld we
interpret to our boys and firls. We must know from
direct experience that the abilities and attitudes
we cultivate are necessary in that world,
34 35
President Roosevelt's fovT freedons
, and the Children's Charter
by the Education Fellowship of London, both represent the Christian
world we want for all children throughout the world.
Walter M, Kotching, "Slaves IJeed No Leaders," (New York;
Oxford University Press, 1943.) pg, 3.
30
Ruth Katherine Eyrns, "War and the Schools," Catholic
World, 155:650-6, S. 1942.
31
G. H, Deer, "Democracy's Children" School and Society,
58: 188-90, S, 11, 1943.
32
M. S. Fenner and E. C. Fishburn, "Worries invade the
classroom," Journal of Education, 126:152-4, My, 1943.
33
Edgar Stanton, "Vacations That Pay," Progressive Education,
227-8, May 1943.
34Lyle M. Spencer, "Youth Goes To War." (Chicago; Science
Research Associates, 1943.) p. 178
35
Children's Charter" School and Society, 56:205 S. 12, 1942.

Georges Clemenceau wanted a better world, but did not believe
36
it possible. Martha W. MacDonald reminds us that:
Children of today are seriously handicapped in their
opportunity to believe in the inherent goodjiess of man
and must be helped to understand the experiences that
engender love and hate in all men , . ,
38
G, J, Hecht believes that, "If children are to spend years of their
life in school we now feel it must be for a practical purpose.
Geography and history and language must come alive."
W. Linwood Chase states:
The democratic way of life must be londerstood and
appreciated by all citizens of a democracy
Countless opportunities present themselves daily for the
exercise of such democratic procedures as group planning,
group discussions, group evaluation, and other coopera-
tive projects which help the child to grow in confidence,
self-reliance, courtesy, respect for the rights of others,
responsibility, and tolerance; in short, into v/ell-
rounded, intelligent participants in the little democracy
that should exist within the confines of their school walls.
40
C. Littledale reminds us of the importance of the radio in our
children's education when she tells us that there are fifteen
million school children above ten years of age who listen regularly
to radio programs.
Clark M. Eichelberger , "Let Us Study For the Peace Now,"
Progressive Education, 7-9, Jan., 1943.
37
Martha W. MacDonald, "The Impact of the War on Children
and Youth," The Child, March, 1943, U. S. Dept, of Labor,
Children's Bureau, Washington, D, C.
38 ti
G, J, Hecht, "Our wartime report on the nation's children.
Parent . 18:15, Ja, 1943.
39
?/. Linwood Chase, "Priorities For Elementary School Social
Studies." (Boston: Boston University School of Education, 1^43) p. 3
*^Clara Savage Littledale, "Radio Interprets The War to
Children," Parents, 17, March, 1943,
r€
14
t
Many writers bring us information concerning race problems.
41
J. Bossard slaims that, "The present war is unique in the large
displacement and transplanting of peoples." Among more than one
hundred thousand Japanese aliens and American citizens of Japanese
ancestry who have been moved from the Pacific Coast military areas
mder order of the Secretary of War, it has been found that more
than one-quarter of the evacuees are second and third generation
42
children vmder fifteen years of age who are American born citizens.
According to J. Childs^^^ wphe domestic American situation also has
its negative aspects. Race relations are £ar from stable or satis-
44
factory as the recent tragic riots have shown." A. "tvolf gives us
a postive suggestion when she states:
Let us teach them that this war is being fought not
to'wipe our enemies from the earth,' but to create con-
ditions whereby decent peopl*', whoever and vrherever they
are, can share equally in a fellowship of free men . . .
if we have taught our children really to love justice,
they will tend to be fair to others.
Madame Chiang Kai-Shek tells xxs hate the evil of our enemies rather
than the people,
41
J, H. S. Bossard, "War and the family," American
Sociological Review, V. 6, 330-344, June, 1941.
42
"Children's Charter In T/ar Time," American J, Pub, Health,
32:1076 S. 1942.
43
John L. Childs, "The Common Stake of Labor and Education In
the Making of the Peace," Teachers College Record, Oct. 1943, p. 43-50.
*^Anna W. Wolf, "Our Children Face War." (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1942) p. 172.
I

15
45
W. Willkie states, "And now it is our duty to look, and
help our children to look, beyond the bloody horizons of the pre-
sent, toward the shadows of the future which rise up like majestic
promises of what may be our reward. Never has there existed such
hope for mankind as there exists today."
Many interesting articles have been published concerning child-
ren's reactions to the war as interpreted through their schoolwork,
drawings, and play. Anna Freud found that war conditions, through
the inevitable breaking-up of family life, have deprived children
of the natuTal backgrovind for their emotional and mental develop-
ment. She foimd children's reactions to Hitler of interest,
"An endless subject for talk which never fails to excite the iraagina-
tion of the bigger children is Hitler's badness. The figure of
Hitler is vivid to them not as that of a powerful enemy but as the
incarnation of evil, i.e. a new edition of the devil. "'^^ Moore^*^
states, "There is no question that the attitudes and interest of
the elementary school child are affected by contemporary war conditions,
Longer working days for parents — often both parents — and greater
amounts of leisure time, seems to have led to an attitude of inde-
pendence among children that needs guidance,"
^^Wendell L. Mllkie, "C-ive Your Children A World Outlook,"
Parents
,
Nov., 1942, p. 19.
^^Anne Freud, Dorothy T. Burlingham, "War and Children" (N.Y.
Medical I'lar Books, 1943) p. 191.
47
Melvin F, Moore, "From The Northwest," Progressive
Education, March, 1943. p. 142-3.
cc
48
J, W, Abbot states, "Children's intense interest in the
vrar is shoiAn. in many types of spontaneous expression. The drama-
tic play in the kindergarten and early grades, the pictures that are
drawn and painted of bombing and camouflage, vmflatterin g pictures
of Hitler and Hirohito, and eagar questionings, all evidence the
iinpact of what is happening in the world today upon yovmg children."
"Some youngsters, not yet in high school got the jvimp on the older
boys by forming their own J\mior Comirandos, influenced by the comic
strip, 'Colonel Orphan Annie', currently leading her commandos
against enemy agents. At Detroit's Boys' Club playground more than
one hundred youngsters, dressed in shorts, sneakers and tin helmets,
49
and carrying wooden gims, went through commando drill."
b, Gruenberg reminds us that children's play is imitative.
51 ' 52
Children are also incurable hero-worshippers. A, Benedict and
53
R. C, Preston state that parents must come to recognize play
as the safety value which it is, a release for pent-up feelings.
54
Bacmeister concludes, "We cannot stop the children's war play."
48Julia Ttade Abbot, "Children's interest in the war and the
curriculm", Progressive Education, 20:110-13, March, 1943,
"Schools open, for war." Tim.e
,
40:86 S. 14, 1942.
^B. M. Gruenberg, "Should Children Play at War?" National
Parent-Teacher
,
37:4-7, Mr., 1943.
S. M. C. "Children Under Fire," (New York: Longmans,
Green and Co., 1943) p. 12.
52
Agnes E. Benedict, "Children's Yvar" (New York Time Magazine,
Nov. 8, 1942:25.
53t
'Ralpji C. Preston, "T^llhat Children Think of War ftay,"
18:21, ¥ir,f 194
I:R. W, Bacmeister
Parents
.
18:17, N,, 1943,
Parents, \ 3,
o4R, 7tf, , "The i'tbrld we want for ovr Children,"

55
Previous studies concerning children and war. R, Barbour
states, "Research by competent psychologists is now becoming avail-
able to these interested in the wartime emotional reactions of
Eiiropean children," Studies of Russian children under war condi-
tions serve to underline the conclusions to be drawn from the
English studies whiche showed (l) a great increase of juvenile
delinquency, and (2) that the most serious effects of the war on
children are the indirect ones growing out of a break-down in
normal ' hom.e life. Barbotir also tells us that:
The schools particularly should teach all children
in accordance vdth individual maturation levels an xwi-
derstanding of the facts regarding the iirar, what it is,
why it has come, and what is happening during its course.
An interesting study carried on by F. Baungarten and
57
i', A. Prescott in the schoolo of Warsaw and neighboring Polish
towns in nineteen hundred and eighteen. World War I, during German
occupation, brought such startling results that the papers were
buried in the ground and not published until twenty years later.
Seven hundred children between the ages of seven and sixteen years
were asked eight questions, on the meaning of the war and their
55
R, Barbour, "War's effects on children," Journal of
Education
,
126:144-5, I.^y., 1943.
Loc, cit.
57
Francirsca Baumgarten, Daniel A, Prescott , "Why Children Hate
An Experimental Investigation of the Reactions of School Children of
Poland to the Enemy Occupation," Journal of Educational Psychology,
19: 303-312, 1928.

personal -wishes for their enemies. These authors felt that hatred
was not instinctive but rather kept alive by emotional reenforce-
ment. This may be quite true of the Polish children today,
-Q „ , . 58Kose Zeii£-,s found in her survey of sixth grade children's
concepts of races that children do have very definite favorable or
XHifavorable racial attitudes. These children tested considered the
Americeji people progressive and rich, the English as a cultured
people, the Jemsh people were thought of as religious and educated,
while the Negroes and the Arabs were considered as of an inferior status
The only study on children and the war found in book form
59
was the one completed by Ralph C. Preston in nineteen hundred and
forty. Five hundred eighty- one children of Nevf York city, ranging
in age from eight tc fifteen years, were systematically interviewed
and tested. The avs^^c-ge intelligence quotient was one hmdred eleven
and three tenths. This study was carried on before the United States
had declared "war against the Empire of Japan. The children were found
to be well aware of hostilities and were equipped with some informa-
tion re -arding leaders, principal events and the resultrnt effect of
war upon life here and abroad, Firty-three per cent of the children
looked upon war as arising from desire for material gain.
58Rose Zeligs, "Racial Attitudes of Children," Sociology and
Social Research
,
2l!361-371, 1937,
59Ralph C. Preston, "Children's reactions to a contemporary
was situation." (New York: Teachers College Bureau of Publica-tions
,
Columbia University, 1942,) p. 62,
V

Three hundred and seventy-three children, ranging in age
from six to ten years, were teated by P. Limbert, He felt that the
most disturbing outcome of his investigation of children's attitudes
was the indication that war still held a large measure of honor and
glory in the minds of youth. He states, "Children do not take
seriously the actual fact that v^ar is hell. Brass bands and neat
vmiforms still have their glamour. UTar in its real role of suffering,
devastation, and as a possible destroyer of civilization is yet to
enter the stage of the school curriculum,"
61
H, M. Lindal gave an interesting questionnaire to one
thousand and fifty-four children in grades four, five and six of the
Mishawaka Public School system in Indiana, Her results showed that
fifty-two per cent of the children learned most of their war news
from newspapers. Seventy per cent of the children listeded to war
news on the radio, and seventy-seven per cent like to go to movies
showing war pictures.
A study of children's attitudes was made from the children's
6 2drawings by R. C. Conkey. She found a surpriseing lack of manifest
fear and war vms often pictured as a monster.
fin
Paul M, Limbert, "I'Vhat children think about war,"
Progressive Education
,
10:67-71, 1933,
61
Hannah M, Lindahl, "What are children thinking about the
7i[ar?" Progressive Education, 20:108-10, March, 1943,
62
Lucien Aigner, "Children and the war," Grade Teacher,
61:17 0. 1943.

In a study of high school pupils' attitudes toward patrio-
63
tism, R, J, Longstreet f4»o\xnd that the United States Constitution,
and war, as measured by the Thurstone scales, are not affected by
courses in American History and Civics unless the instructor makes
speeial effort to effect such changes.
64
Victoria Viiagner foimd in her studies that children show an
increased interest in current events, in geography, the polar map,
the global world, and an new awareness of £ar places.
There have been many studies carried out in local communi-
ties on small scales, such as the study made by Gastwirth and
65
J. Silverblatt with thirty Junior high school^ pupils in i^ew York,
As the war lengthens and the emergencies of a war situation
press upon us, m.ore information will be gathered and presented to
the public. At present very few detailed studies of children's
attitudes and their knowledge of the war have been found in book
form, short articles in newspapers and magazines are numerous.
Different- authors writing on similiar topics seem to be much in
agreement with each other, Ilany articles of enlightenment come to
us from foreign co^Intries. From these reports, we may learn much.
63
R. L. Longstreet, "An Experiment with the Thurstone
Attitude Scales," School Review, 43:202-208, 1935.
64
Victoria Wagner, "Children's work experience in wartim.e."
Progressive Education. 121-123, March, 1943.
P. Gastwirth and J. Silverblatt, "Reactions of jmior high
school children to the war," High Points, 25:59-63, Ja., 1943.

CHAPTER III
THE PLAN OF THE SURVEY
The first problem encountered in planning for this survey-
was the making of a questionnaire. This involved the selection of
the outstanding topics of the vrar and the names of people to be
used in the questionnaire, also, determining the various types
of testing to be used, and the form of the final questionnaire.
Following the completion of the questionnaire, the second problem
involved the selection of the different groups of pupils to be
tested.
I. THE SELECTION OF THE ITW FOR THE QUEST lOKUAIRE.
The research for the selection of the items for the \gaies-
tionnaire used in this survey required a careful study of books,
magazines and nevirspapers containing war data of the first eighteen
meionths after we had declared war, from December, nineteen huhdred
forty-one through Jtine, nineteen hundred forty-three. Every available
source of information concerning events of the war, noted people,
places of strategic importance, and any pertinent facts of interest in
any phase of our war preparations were carefully reviewed.
The selection of the main topics of the war. The latest bound
Congressional Record"^ revealed the following topics to "be
^Congressional Record. "Washington/ D. C, 1942) Issues from
January 1941-JanuBry, 1942,

the most frequently discussed and of great importance in Congress
for the year: National Defense; Executive nominations, (Army,
Civilian, Navy); addresses, editorials, and letters of the ^^resident
of the United States; events of the war; issues concerning the
Navy department; Labor problems; our relation with Great Britain;
the Army; Aircraft, Aviation, Air Forces; and problems concerned
with Agriculture,
2 3 4
Issues of Life magazines
,
Newsweek
,
United States News
,
• 5 , . 6Time
,
and Young America
, were carefully reviewed to consider
the main topics of interest brought before the public concerning
the war. Newspapers studied in most detail were the Christian
7 8
Science Monitor , Current Events , for greade children, and the
9
New York Times
,
2Life magazine, (New York: Time & Life Bldg,, Rockefeller
Center) Issues from December 6, 1941 - June 11, 1943.
Newsweek magazine, (New York; Weekly Publication, Inc.)
Issues from December 2, 1941 - June 7, 1943.
'^United States News, (Washington, D. C.) issues December, 1941
through June, 1943,
^Time, The Weekly/ Newsmagazine, (New York: Rockefeller Center)
Issues from December 2, 1941 - Jxme 7, 1943.
Young America, (New York: Eton Pub, Corp.) Issues from Decv
1941, through June, 1943,
7
The Christian Science Monitor (Boston: The Christian Science
Publishing Society) Daily issues from Dec, 1, 1941 - June 7, 1943,
^Current Events, (^*'ew York) Issues from January 1941-J\me, 1943
9
New York Times Daily issues from December 6, 1941- Jvme 7,
1943.
i
The selection of the names of people . The names of people,
who had acquired world fame or a position of importance in the war
effort, up to the time of this survey, were selected after a careful
10
study of Current Biography
,
Filene's Portrait Exhibit, (portraits
in oils of noted Allied generals and officers, painted in the
different fiels of action). Life magazines^^, the New International
12 13 14 15Yearbook
,
Newsweek
^ Time magazines
,
the United States News
,
Who's Who"^^, the World Almanac^"^, and issues of Young America"^^,
covering the first year and one-half after our entry into
World War II.
10
Maxine Bloack, editor, "Ciirrent Biography" (New York:
H. W, Viiison Co., 1942) Issues Jan,, 1942 - Jime, 1943.
^^Life magazines, Opl cit,
12Charles E. Fvink, "New International Yearbook", (New York:
Funk & Wagnalls, 1943)
13
Newsweek, Op. cit,
14
Time, Op, cit ,
15
The United States News, Op, cit,
16
Albert Nelson Marquis, "Who's T/l/ho" (Chicago: A, N, Marqui
Co., 1942-1943.)
17 . „
,
* The *»orld Almanac, Book of Facts, (New York: Edited by
E. Eastman Irvine, The New York /torld-Telegram, 125 Barclay St,,
1942-1943.)
18
Young America, Op, cit.
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From an analysis of these source materials
,
twenty-five main
headings were formed. These headings are listed in detail in
the following section of this chapter.
II. THE QUSSTIOMAIRE
19
The final questionnaire contained one hundred and fifty
items, fifty items were stated in such a way as to inquire into
the pupils' attitudes, ^e hundred items were given as true or,
false statements or arranged in matching exercises and required
definite knowledge on the pert of the pupils tested. The one hun-
dred items testing the pupils' knowledge of events, people, places,
and war terms, were checked as either correct or incorrect. In this
way a final score for the pupils' knowledge of the war could be ob-
tained, one hundred per cent being granted for all one hundred
statements answered correctly, each statement correct receiving
one point or one per cent. The final score was sixty-one. The
statements seeking pupils' attitudes were not scored.
Statements used in the questionnaire concernin£^ attitudes.
The statements classified under each of the following headings
sought pupils' attitude f on those topics. These statements did not
appear in this order on the questionnaire. The letter to the left
of each statement represents the exercise, the number represents
the item as it appeared in the exercise on the questionnaire.
19
Appendix, page 93.
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Pupils' interest in the -war:
A 1, / - I am interested in news about the war.
2, / - I consider myself wall informed on events of this war.
Pupils' attitudes toward the institution of war:
B 5 Wars are (1) the best way for nations to settle
their differenops (2) a good way to reduce crowded
regions of the world (3) a waste of men, time and
energy as they settle nothing.
Causes of the war and what we are fighting for:
A 11. / - Japan had to go to war to gain more land for her
crowded islands.
20. / - The Versailles Treaty was net fair to all people
involved and thereby helped lay the foimdation
for the present war.
17, / - We are fighting this war mainly to help England
hold her empire,
27, / - Vile are fighting this war for the freedom of all
people everywhere,
America's entry into this war:
A3, / - America should have kept out of this war.
•Attitudes toward government:
A 4, / - Governments should get their power from the people
who are governed,
8, / - The government shoulc control religion and all
rights of its people.
9. / - The best government wsjits all its people to have
equal shares of goods and property,
B 6, The best v.-ay for our government to raise more money
would be (l) place higher taxes on business
(2) increase sales taxes (3) have higher income
taxes
.
Pupils' attitudes toward aid to and freedom for Allies:
A 5, / - The Russiajis shotdd be sent all the aid possible from
England and America,
16, / - France should be given back her empire after the war,
21, / - India should be given her freedom now.
r
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Pupils' attitudes toward our enemies:
A 23. / - All people of the Axis nations will have to be
completely crushed to insure peace,
Attitud?s towsrd religion;
A 16, / - This would be a better world if people were
more religious.
Attitudes toward other people smd races:
A 7, / - People of the white rsce are better than black
people of yellow f)eople,
10. / - Our Fegro People deserve much credit for their
heip in this war,
25. / - Our Jewish people are making many worthwhile con-
tributions to the war effort.
All of Exercise C.
C. I want to be friendly with —
1. No Americans Some Americans Most Americans All Americans
2. No Chinese Some Chinese Most Chinese All Chinese
3. No Butch people Some Dutch people Most I^utch All Dutch
4, No English Some English Most English All ^glish
5. No French Some French Most French All French
6. No Germans Some Germans Most Germans All Germans
7. No Italians Some Italiems Most Italians All Ital ians
8. No Japanese Some Japanese Most Japanese All .Japanese
9. No j^^^exicans Some Mexicans Most Mexicans All Mexicans
10. No Negroes Some Negroes Most Negroes All Negroes
11. No Russians Some i^ussians Most Russians All Russians
12. No Spaniards Some •Spaniards Most Spaniards All Spaniards,
Attitudes toward American forces;
A 26, / -
46. / -
Fears
:
The men and women in the American armed forces
are the best fed, trained and equipped in the
world.
No matter who wins the war, the United States will
always be wealthy.
A 41, / - It is better to talk over your .^ears with friends
than to ' , Id them to yourself,
42. / - -^erica is free from and should not fear any
foreign attacks from her enemies.
Airpower
;
A 32. / - Nothing that floats is safe against efficient air
forces.

Industry:
A 24, / - No workers in an essential war industry should
be allowed to strike in wartime.
Attitudes concerning the outcome of the war;
A 6, / - It would be best for the war to stop now and all
nations make peace,
22. / - I hope the United States and Allies will win
the war,
45. / - We can expect the war against Japan to last longer
than the war in Europe.
B. 7 Y'ie may expect the war to end within (l) 2 years
(2) 5 years (3) 10 or more years.
Attitudes concerning Peace plans and the post war world:
A. 12. / - The peace after the war should be based upcn
the Atlantic Charter.
13, / - After the war the United States should keep
to herself and not interfere with other nations
or try to help them solve their problems,
14, / - The best peace plans will make the United States
the most powerful nation in the world,
16. / - A world police force vdll have to be maintained
after the war to keep law and order.
19. / - After this war an international world government
will be needed as well as local governments to
insure lasting peace.
Sources of information;
B. 8. ..... I gain most of my information on the war from
(l) magazines (2) radio programs (3) talking
with my family aad friends (4) discussions at
school (5) newspapers.
9 The best magazine that I read concerning the
war is
10. The most intere ting book that I have read on
the war is

statements used in the questionnaire concerninf knowledge
of war data. An analysis of the source materials revealed the
following headings as important in the war to dace; each heading
is followed by specific statements used in the questionnaire to
test for that knowledge:
Allied campaigns to date:
A 28. / - The North African campaign has ended with a
victcfy for the Allies.
33. / - The B ismarck Battle gave the Japanese a
decisive victory.
43. / - The Japanese have been driven from Attu Island
by American forces,
Nazi campaigns:
D. Check (-/') the European countries that have been invaded
and conquered by the Nazis.
1 Bel-^ium 6 Russia
2 Denmark 7 Spain
3 England 8 Switzerleaid
4 France 9 The Netherlands
5 Poland 10, Turkey
Events of the war:
A. 34. / - The Nazis make their greatest progress against the
Russians in winter,
38. / - The submarine menace in the Atlantic ocean
has been wiped out.
39. / - The leaders of the chief Allied coimtries
recently met in Casablanca.
t
Facts concerning the home front:
A. 31. / - Point rationing was introduced into this country
from England.
35. / - The OPA has set a list of ceiling prices to keep
prices up,
37. / - There is a manpower shortage in Agriculture.
B, 4 There has been nationwide talk over a recent strike
among (1) factory workers (2) coal miners
(3) ship workers.
rC
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International relations;
A. 29. / - The >^outh American country still friendly with
the Axis is Brazil,
44. / - The revolution in Argentina may lead to more
friendly relations with Allied povrers.
Resources and medicine:
A. 30. / - Natural resources needed in an industrial nation,
like our orni^ are evenly distributed throughout
the world,
36. / - The use of blood plasma was extensively used in
World War I,
Exercises testing pupils* knowledge of people: Exercise E (A,B,C,D),
Exercise A was concerned with the names of world leaders. Match;
Avila Camacho 1, ^'razil
Winston Churchill 2. China
Francisco Franco 3. England
Mohandas Ghandi 4. Germany
Adolf Hitler 5. India
Chiang Kai-Shek 6. Italy
Benito Mussolini 7. Japan
Franklin D. Roosevelt 8. Mexico
Joseph Stalin 9. Netherlands
Kideki Tojo 10. Persia
Queen Wilhelmina 11. Russia
Getulio L, Vargas 12. Spain
13. Turkey
14. United States.
Exercise B was concerned with the names of leaders on the home front;
)
James F. Byrnes 1. Chief Justice of Supreme Court
2. Good Will Ambassador
3. Manpower head
Henry Kaiser 4, Pres. of United Mine Workers
5. Rubber coordinator
6. Ship builder
Henry Korgenthau 7. Speaker of the House
8. U. S, Sec, of Labor
9, U, S. Sec of ^-avy
10. I], 3, Sec. of State
11. U. S. Sec, of War
12. U, Sec. of Treasury
13. Vice president of U. S.
14. War Mobilization Director,

People continued; (Exercise E.)
Exercise C was concerned with United States military ejid navel
leaders
:
.Henry K. Arnold
.JaTf.es Doolittle
.Dwight EisenhoA'er
.Williejn F. Ilalsey
.Ernest J, King
. louglas MacArthur
. Geor£e C. Marshall
.Chester Nimitz
.George Patton
•Edward Rickenbackcr
.Willaim II. Standley
.Joseph W, S^ilwell
1, Admiril in command of our Pacific flee
2. Allied commander in the "^o. Pacific
^. Commander of the Russian front
4, Allied commander of No. African front
5, Allied commando leader
6, Coimander-in-Chief of U. 3. Fleet
7, Commander in China-Lurma- India area
8, Commander of U. Army Air Forces
9, Hero of the Philippines
10. Leader of the air raid on Tokyo
11. Rescued air hero
12. 1), S, Ambassador to Russia
13. U. S. Army Ci^ief-of-Staff
14. I. S, Tank Corp,
Exercise D was concerned with foreign army smd navy leaders and
ambassadors
:
, .Jean Darlan
,, Charles DeGaulle
, .-^nthony Eden
..Henri H. Giraud
..Josef Goebbels
.
.Maxim Litvinov
. .Bernard Montgomery
. .Erwin Rommel
..Semen Timoshenko
.
.ArchibpJd Vfavel
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
10.
11.
12.
i^bassador to Turkey
Assassinated French leader
British Commander-in-Chief in India
British Foreign Secretary
Gr. Field Marshal defeated in Africa
Gr. Propaganda Minister
German Subi.iarine Commander
Leader of the British 8th Army
Leader of the Free French
Russian Ambassador
Russian Army leader
Fro-Nazi F'rench leader.
3. 3. Lieut. General Frank Andrews, recent commander of
the Allied front in Europe was (l) promoted
(2) transferred to the Pacific area (3) killed
in Iceland.
r
Exercise E {?.) tested pupils' knowledge of war terms: Ulatch)
Allies 1. an armed escort
commando attack 2. direct vote of the people
convey 3. distribute goods in limited amounts
defensiv e 4. explosives concealed in land or wat'^r
mine 5. facts not always true
offensive 6. fight to protect home soil
plebiscite 7, first choice
priority- 6. friends
prepay;anda 9. last to receive goods
rationing 10. mace artifically
sabotage 11. quick raid
s^nathetic 12. secretly destroy goods
13. total blackout
14. war carried to foreign soil
Knowledge of strategic places and distances was checked as follows:
^Exercise E, part P.:
Bizerte 1. Australia
Casablanca 2. Brazil
Dakar 3. Buma
Darwin 4. China
Gibraltar 5. England
London 6. France
Manilla 7. French West Africa
Natal 8. Morocco
Pearl Harbor 9. New Guinea
Port Moresby 10. Oahu
Rangoon 11. Philippine Islands
Shanghai 12. Russia
Stalinrrad 13. Siberian Russia
^aladivostock 14. Sp£ in
Vichy 15. Timisia
16. United States
17. Venezuela
B. 2 In one day a transport plane can fly to Dakar and
return to Natal (l) once (2) twice (3) three times.
Knovrledge of the cost of the war and knowledge of one of our bonbers:
A, 40, / - Every six months in this wpt v/e are spending as
much money as vi-e did for the whold of Vforld War I,
B. 1. / One of our best bombers is the (l) Zero
(2) Liberator (3) Messerschmidtt
,
rc
III. THE SELECTION OF GROUPS TO BE TESTED
Grade seven was selected as the grade level on which the
20
questionnaire was to be f^iven. R, C, Preston states, "It is not
possible to define a precise age level or stage of growth when the
normal child!? is (ready' for such abstract social concepts. At about
the thirteen-year level, however, contemporary wars as a topic for
study whould a;.pear appropriate and educative, since at approximately
this time relevant knowledge and interest have been shown to becorne
widespread and detailed,"
Much experimental testing was carried out in a rural area
22
21
and an urban group with experimental questionnaires before the final
questionnaire was determined. This preliminary testing showed that
interesting results could be obtained from a food grade five as v.ell
as from, groups in senior high school.
It was decided to give the questionnaires on the grade seven
level when pupils are completing their elementary school education.
In some commmities many children leave school to go to work at this tim.e
The groups of grade seven pupils tested in their classrooms
were attending the Butler Junior High School, Portland, Mtiine; the
Barnard Junior High School, Hartford, Connecticut; and three schools
near Boston, Massachusetts, namely. The i^riscoll School in Brookline,
the Weeks Junior High School in ^^ewton, and the Junior High School in
Wellesley, Massachusetts,
^^Ralph C, Preston. "Children's Reactions To A Contemporary Was
Situation," (Hew York: Teachers' College, Columbia U, '40) p. 91^
^^The Wauregan Public Grammar School, Town of Plainfield, Ct,
22The Junior High School, Belmont, Massachusetts,

CHAPTER IV
THE TABULATED RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
A copy of each exercise with its directions, as foi-ind
in the final questionnaire form"'", is given before the tabulated
results for that exercise. The results of the total number of f^itls
and boys tested in all the schools are given first, followed by tables
showing the results for each school separately. The results for each
exercise are given in the order in which they were presented in the
questionnaire; the results for Exercise A being given first.
The Jxinior High Schools in -wriiich the questionnaires were
given are referred to as follows;
School A
School B
School C
School D
School E
Number of boys tested 48
Number of girls tested 56
Total pupils tested 104
Number of boys tested 63
Number of girls tested 77
Total pupils tested 140
N^Jmber of boys tested 38
Number of girls tested 27
Total pupils tested 65
Number of boys tested 136
Number of girls tested 136
Total pupils tested 272
Number of boys tested 99
Number of girls tested 77
Total pupils tested 176"
Portland, Maine,
Hartford, Connecticut.
Brookline, Massachusetts
Newton, Massachusetts.
Wellesley, Massachusetts
Appendix, page 93..
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A QUESTIONNAIRE ON WORLD VifAR II
JUNE, 1943
School Boy Girl Age Grade , . .
,
A. DIRECTIONS: Before each statement there is a plus and a minus siyi. If
you believe or agree with the statement draw a circle around the plus sign.
Example: / - I am an American. Draw the circle around the plus sing.
If you do not agree with a statement draw a circle aromd the minus sign.
Example: / - I live in Brazil, '-f you do not understand a state-
ment and cannot answer it, place a question mark before the number of
the statement,
I believer
YES NO
1
.
I am interested in news about the war.
• I consider myself vrell inforraed on events of this war.
5. America shomd have kept out of tinis war.
4. { Governments shoi;ld get their power from the people who are governed.
5, The Russians should be sent all the aid possible from England
and Araerica,
6, It would be best for the war to stop now and all nations make peace.
7. People of the white race are better than black people or yellow people.
8, The government should control religion and all rights of its people.
^ • r The best government wants all its people to have equal shares of
good and property.
10.
w
Our Wegro people deserve much credit for their help in this war.
11. Japsm had to go to war to gain more land for her crowded islands.
12. The peace after the -w-ar should be based upon the Atlantic Charter,
13. After the war the United States should keep to herself and not
interfere with other nations or try to help them solve their problems.
14. / The best peace plans will make the Linited States the most powerful
nation in the world.
15. / • A world police force will have to be maintained after the war to
keep law and order.
16.
^
:
France should be given back her empire after the war.
17. Vfc are fighting tnis v.:ij: mainly to help England hold her empire.
18.
'>
:
This woiild be a better world if people were more religiovis.
19, After this war an international world government will be needed
as well as local governments to insure lasting peace.
20, / The Versailles Treaty was not fair to all people involved and
thereby helped lay the foundation for the present war.
21, / India should be given her freedojii nov;.
22. / . I hope the Knited States and Allies will win the WcX,
23. / All people of the Axis nations will have to be completely crushed
/
to insure peace.
24, No workers in an essential war industry should be allowed to
strike in wartime.
25. / Our Jewish people are making many worthwhile contributions to the
war effort.
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26, / - The men and women in the -"-merican armed forces are the best fed,
trained and equipped in the world.
27, / - VVe are fi^^liting this war for the freedom of all people everywhere,
28, / - The iJorth African campaign has enaed with a victory for the -^i-llies,
29 , / - The douth iimerican country still friendly with the Axis is Brazil,
30, / - Natural resources needed in an industrial nation, like our ovm,
are evenly distributed tnroughout the world.
31, / - Point rationing was introduced into this country from ii^ngland.
32, / - Nothing that floats is safe against efficient air forces.
33, / - The Bismarck Battle gave the Japanese a decisive victory,
34, / - The Nazis make their greatest progress against the Russians in winter,
35, / - The OPA has set a list of ceiling prices to keep prices up,
36, / - The use of blood plasma was extensively used in Vi/orld War I,
37, / - There is a manpovirer shortage in A-ricultvire,
38, / - The submarine menace in the Atlantic ocean has been wiped out,
39, / - The leaders of the chief Allied comtries recently met in Casablanca,
40, / - Every six months in tids war vre are spending as much money as we did
for the whole of V<orld tVar I,
41, / - It is better to talk over your fears TA,dth friends than to hola them
to yourself,
42, / - America is free from and should not fear any foreign attacks from
her enemies.
43, / - The Japanese xiave been driven from Attu Island by American forces,
44, / - The revolution in Argentina may lead to more friendly relations
vith Allied powers.
45, / - 7ku can expect the war against Japan to last longer than the war
in i^urope,
46, / - No matter viio wins the war, the United States will always be
wealthy.
The results of the testing on the above statements are given in
the following tables. Each statement in the table is referred to by the
saine number, given above, at the left of that statement.

TABLE I
TKZ TABUU.TD RZSuLTS OF EIER^ISE A FCR ALL TIT: SC7IOOL3 T13T-:D
Total number of boys tested 384
Total number of girls tested 375
Total nxjmber of pupils tested 757
Statement Number of pupils Pupils who Number of pupils Pupils who
number who believed YES believed YES vino believed NO believed NO
/ per cent per cent
1. 726 95.9 29 3.8
2. 362 47,8 357 47.1
3. 113 14.9 624 82.4
4. 472 62.3 183 24.1
5. 668 88,2 74 8.7
6. 297 39.2 439 57.9
7. 35 4,6 442 58.3
8. 98 12,9 634 83.7
9. 686 90.6 56 7.3
10. 658 86,9 87 11.4
11. 412 54,4 331 43.7
12, 396 52,3 195 25.7
13. 165 21,7 577 76,2
14. 327 43.1 366 48.3
15. 464 61,2 244 32,3
16. 662 87.4 67 8.8
17. 68 8.9 678 89.5
18. 559 73,8 175 23.1
19. 567 74.9 115 15.1
20. 213 28,1 263 34,7
21. 246 32.4 462 61.0
22. 743 98,1 6 .7
23. 356 47,0 387 51.1
24. 591 78.0 154 20.3
25. 569 75,1 136 17.9
26. 717 94.7 28 3.6
27. 694 91.6 34 4.4
28. 637 84,1 84 11.0
29. 91 12,0 634 83.7
30. 256 33,8 439 57.9
31. 694 78.4 122 16.1
32. 378 49.9 2S9 38.1
33. 82 10,8 518 68.4
34. 78 9,6 667 88.1
35. 144 19,0 589 77.8
36. 273 36,0 429 56.6
37. 699 91.0 45 5.9
38, 82 10.8 611 80.7
39. 627 82.8 84 11.0
40. 539 71.2 133 17.5
41. 446 58.9 278 36.7
42. 148 19.5 568 75,0
43. 605 79,9 83 10.9
44. 566 73,4 125 16.5
45. 680 76,6 134 17.7
46. 224 29,5 477 63.0
r
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TABLE II
THE TABULATED RESULTS OF EXERCISE A FCR ALL BOYS AND GIRLS
Total nvmber of boys tested 384
Total nvimber of girls tested 373
Sj;atement Boys / YES Boys - NO Girls / YES Girls - NC Number omitted
number no, per cent no, per cent no, per cent no, per cent B, G, Total
1. 374 97.3 9 2.3 352 94.3 20 5.3 1 1 2
2. 232 60.3 136 35.4 130 34.8 221 57.4 16 12 38
3. 49 .1 328 85.3 64 17.1 296 79.3 7 13 20
4. 258 67.0 85 22.1 214 57.3 98 26.2 44 58 102
5, 341 88.
K
36 9.3 327 87.6 38 10.1 7 8 15
6, 126 32.8 249 64.7 171 45.8 190 50.9 9 12 21
7, 23 6.0 219 56.9 12 3.2 223 59.7 105 175 260
8. 43 11.1 332 86.3 55 16.9 302 80.9 9 16 25
9, 351 91.3 29 7.5 335 89.7 27 7.2 4 11 15
10, 336 87.4 46 12.0 322 66.2 41 10.9 2 10 12
11. 207 53.8 171 44.5 205 54.9 160 42.8 2 12 14
12, 226 58.8 113 29.4 170 45.5 82 21.9 45 121 166
13. 88 22.9 293 76.2 77 20.6 284 76.1 5 12 17
14. 170 44.2 195 50.7 157 42.0 171 45.8 19 45 64
15. 263 68,4 105 27.3 201 53.8 139 37.2 16 33 49
16. 343 89.2 35 9.1 319 85.4 32 85.7 6 22 28
17. 25 6.5 356 92.6 43 11.5 322 86.2 3 8 11
18. 291 75.7 82 21.3 268 71.7 93 24.9 11 12 23
19. 297 77.0 64 16.6 270 72.3 51 13.6 23 52 75
20. 138 35.9 142 36.9 79 20.1 121 32.4 103 178 281
21. 112 29.1 260 67.6 134 35.9 202 54.1 13 36 49
22. 375 97,5 6 1.6 368 98.6 0 0 3 5 8
23. 178 36.2 201 52.3 178 47.7 186 49.8 6 8 14
24. 309 80.3 71 18.5 282 75.5 83 22.2 4 8 12
25. 298 77.5 69 17.9 271 72.6 67 17,9 17 35 52
26. 368 95.7 14 3.6 349 93.5 14 37,5 3 9 12
27. 362 94.1 16 4.2 332 88.9 18 4.8 23 6 29
23. 342 t8.e 36 9.4 295 79. 48 12.8 8 28 36
29. S3 8.6 341 86.7 58 15.5 293 7fs.5 10 22 32
30. 136 35.4 230 59.8 120 32.1 209 56.0 21 41 62
31. 2.94 76.4 71 18.5 30g 80.4 51 13.6 19 22 41
32. 213 65.4 146 38.0 165 44.
«
143 38. :5 2B 62 90
33. 40 10.4 318 82.7 42 11.2 200 53.6 37 120 157
34.16 15 6.5 358 93.1 48 48.2 309 82.8 2 15 17
35. 66 17.1 311 80.9 78 20.9 378 74.5 6 18 24
36. 114 29.7 249 38.7 159 42.6 180 §8.2 20 35 S5
37. 352 91.5 26 6.8 347 92.9 19 5 6 7 13
38. 40 10.4 330 85.8 42 11.2 281 75.3 13 51 64
39. 318 82.7 52 13.5 309 82.8 32 85.7 14 32 46
40. 288 74.9 70 18.2 251 67.2 63 16.8 26 59 85
41. 229 59.5 140 36.4 217 58.1 138 36.9 10 23 33
42. 75 19.5 292 75.9 73 19.5 276 73.9 13 28 41
43. 323 84.0 43 11.2 282 75.5 40 10.7 20 49 69
44. 287 74.6 66 17.2 269 72.0 59 ;5.8 23 53 76
45. 309 54.3 61 1§.9 271 72.6 73 19.5 9 34 43
46.9 91 23.7 271 7015 133 35.6 206 55.2 21 35 56
c
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TABLE III
SCHOOL A'S R:!:SULT3 for 3X"T^CISE a
Total number of boys tested 48
Totti number of girls tested 56
Pupils tested in School A 104
Statement Boys Boys Girls Girls Total Total Yes Total Total NO Oraissions
number YES NO YES NO YES per cent NO per cent B. G. T.
1 Xo %j Q4 3 A0 5 70 . / 0 VJ AVJ
Ct • XX 77 77 fi3 fiO fi 3ft00 3fi 500.0 X 0
3 Q 1 DXV 45 1 QX ^ 18 2 83 7Q Q 1X X p
4 22 fi2 5Q 7 350 0 33 7 R0 P 71
g 4-4- A ox Q5 Ql A«/X
.
R0 7 7 1X X
o • 1 4 oc X o 4.0 30 28 R 72 AQ 1 p AVJ pc
7 i/ 4.9 K1 1 0xvj Q3 ftQ 50!7 , U 1X VJ 1X
3 44 47 Q 8 6 Ql«/X R7 fi X 0 A
g 45 X 54 3 2 R4^ . 0 nVJ P
10 43 5 52 A Q5 Ql 4 Qi7 ft fi nVJ nVJ AVJ
11 17 X w 40 31 7ox . f 70 fi7 2 X VJ 1X
12- 24 22 20 44 2 AO A 1 Ax% 1XD
13- 12 X w 30 0 X 2Q 8 711 X fift 100 . X X 1X P
14. 1? 27 26 26 45 43 3 53 51 0ox .V/ ? A «VJ
15. 35 12 32 21 67 64-5 33ww 33 7wX • 1 X 3W A
16. 41 7 45 10Xx/ 86 82 8 1 7J- 1 J, • w ] W X
17. 44 10 45 14X^ 13.4XO #^ 8QW ^ fiS 8w w « w nVJ 1X 1X
18. 40 71 46 10XW 86 8? 8 1 7 X 0 • W 1X VJ 1X
19- 40 5 45 7 85 81 8wx • w 1 2X c 11 8XX • w 0 A 71
20, 14 25 20 17X 1 2 A 7)2 7 42 40 4^w • ft0 20 2Rc 0
21. 15 31 18 34 33 31-7 65WW fiP 5W fc/ • w W W sj
22, 48 0 56 0 104 100XWW • 0w VJ VJ A\J
23- 2? 27 37 1 8X yJ 5Q 5fi R 45 A3 3%o , 0 nVJ VJ AVJ
24- 38 10X \J 43 1 3XW 81v^X 7R 0 23 2211 VJ VJ AVJ
25 10 44 XX 81ux 7R 0 21 20 2 X X P
26- 47 2 53 1 00JLWW Qfi 3 A. 3R 500.0 nVJ AVJ AVJ
27- 41 % 54 Q5 Ql 4?x . % CV aft 1ttO . X 0c P A
28 44 41^X 1 3X %J 85 Rl ftox . 0 1 QX V 1 fi 2 VJ AVJ AVJ
29 44 XX 41^x 1 4.x^ 1 3 AXO .^c R5 Rl ftoJL , 0 X ft C0
snWW , ox 20 5A OC .\J AV/ 4to • c TX 0C z0
SIWX . 4n 4.4. 1 0xu RA0^ ftO ft xO 0 0C /I
S2- 28 22 28 21^x 53 Q Al A X A R0
S3, 3 43 10 35 13 12.5 78 74.9 2 11 13
34, 3 45 17 37 20 19.2 82 78.9 1 1 2
35, 15 31 15 38 30 28.8 69 66.4 1 4 5
36. 17 27 26 24 44 42.3 50 48.1 3 7 10
37, 44 2 47 5 91 87,6 7 6.7 2 4 6
38, 4 41 10 4p 14 13.4 81 78.0 2 7 9
39. 37 8 46 4 83 79.9 12 11.5 3 6 9
40. 31 14 36 12 67 64.5 26 25.0 3 8 11
41, 28 15 38 12 66 63.5 27 25.9 5 6 11
42. 5 3S 6 42 13 12,5 61 73.0 4 6 10
43. 36 8 38 S 74 71.2 17 16.3 4 9 13
44, 32 8 36 12 68 65.4 20 19.2 8 8 16
45. 34 9 37 12 71 68.1 21 20.2 5 7 12
46. 13 28 17 33 30 28.8 61 58.7 7 6 13
ce
TABLE 17 39
SCHCCI. B»S R~STILTS FOR TiimCISS A
Total nijmber of boys tested 63
Total number of girls tested 77
Pupils tested in School B 140
Statement
number
Boys
YES
Boys
WO
Girls
YES
Girls Total Total Yes
per cent
Total
m
Total A]0
per cent
Omissioas
B. G. T.
1
.
ol oc by oo loO 92.8 10 / .1 0 0 0
oC . OO CO 60 4o bo 4b ,4 71 cr\ coO.b 2 2 4
o • 1 OD ib oy O "Z ib .4 TICiio oc .U 0 2 2
4, "Z f76 f lie. OO oi ,4 /I *> , y 4 8 12
c0. 58 5 65 12 123 87,8 17 TO t12 .
1
0 0 0
o. o c2o 5o 48 28 7b o4«i;: bo A A Ci44#9 0 1 1
/?D OO 4 1 c 10 7.1 T O C o rv o89,2 4 1 5
Qo. lo yi n49 ly Ob 3<c o o o T O yi104 74. id 1 3 4
y y b / I 121 7b«o lb T T y)11.4 C 3 3
10. 50 12 bo 11 TIC115 82.0 23 T ^ y|16.4 1 1 2
11 25 *7 rr01 35 40 60 42,8 77 54.9 0 3 3
12. A A44 13 A r\40 15 84 59.9 28 19.9 6 22 28
1.5, 20 43 25 51 45 32.1 94 67.1 0 1 1
14. 30 30 39 30 69 49,2 60 42.8 3 8 11
!&• /I C45 15 40 32 86 61.4 37 33*5 2 5 7
16, oo o8 68 7 123 or? o87.8 T C15 10.7 0 2 2
17. 6 57 10 67 16 IT yi11.4 124 88 .5 0 0 0
18. 46 16 55 21 101 72,1 37 26,4 1 1 2
19. A O48 11 54 13 102 72.8 24 17.1 4 10 14
<sO 24 24 16 36 40 28.5 60 42.8 15 25 40
ex. •
o o
2<d 40 23 49 45 32.1 89 63.5 1 5 6
o o
<oc . bl 1 /5 0 136 87,0 1 .7 1 2 3
CO» OD 26 37 40 73 52,1 66 47.1 1 0 1
OA A D4o 1 A14 51 25 99 r7/-\ />70,6 39 27,8 1 1 2
CO, 04 y 5b 15 110 78,0 24 T rr T17.1 0 6 6
CO
.
K '70 < co / 2 5 TOO129 o T92,1 T T11 7.8 0 0 0
O D bl / 1 4 132 94,2 6 4.2 0 2 2
O QCO
. 5o 5 67 8 125 89,2 T ^713 9.2 0 2 2
Q QC\i
. O oy 15 5y lo TO O12.8 T T O118 84.2 1 3 4
OU . oc cb o c oy o7 40,6 bo A A46.4 5 13 18
oi • do i / OO ib iOo 73 #0 CO O "2 C23,5 1 3 4
• oc 2b cO 33 62 A A O44,2 59 42.1 5 14 19
. y 4 / 11 51 20 T yl O14,2 98 69.9 7 15 22
o4. 8 05 12 b4 20 T /I O14,2 T T119 84.9 0 1 1
oo. 10 53 15 57 25 17,8 110 78.5 0 5 5
3d. 22 38 41 32 63 44.9 70 49.9 3 4 7
37. 59 4 67 9 126 89.9 13 9.2 0 1 1
38. 8 53 16 55 24 17.1 108 77,1 2 6 8
39. 52 11 71 5 123 87.8 16 11.4 0 1 1
40. 45 16 46 25 91 64.9 41 29.2 2 6 8
41. 36 25 50 26 88 62.8 51 46,4 0 1 1
42. 19 44 19 54 38 27.2) 98 69.9 0 4 4
43. 54 9 70 6 124 88.5 15 10.7 0 1 1
44. 55 8 62 13 117 83,5 21 14.9 0 2 2
45. 51 12 60 15 111 79.2 27 19.2 0 2 2
46. 25 37 46 29 71 50,6 66 47.1 1 2 2

TABLE V 40
SCHOOL C'S RESULTS FOR EXERCISE A
Total number of boys tested 38
Total nvimber of girls tested 27
Pupils tested. in School C 65
Statement Boys Girls Girls Total Total YES Total Total NO Omissions
nvaaber Yes NO YES NO YES per cent NO per cent B. G. T.
1. 37 1 25 2 65 95.3 3 4.6 0 0 0
2. 29 7 9 17 38 58.4 24 36.9 2 1 3
3. 4 33 2 24 6 9.2 57 87.6 1 1 2
4. 31 7 17 6 48 73.8 13 19.9 0 4 4
5. 35 3 27 0 62 95.3 3 4.6 0 0 0
6. 4 33 6 21 10 15.3 54 83.0 1 0 1
7. 0 38 0 27 0 0 65 100. 0 0 0
8. 3 35 1 26 4 6.1 61 93.8 0 0 0
9. 30 8 21 6 51 78. 14 21.5 0 0 0
10. 32 6 22 5 54 83. 11 16.9 0 0 0
11. 10 28 16 11 26 39.9 39 59.9 0 0 0
12. 23 11 9 10 32 49.2 21 32.2 4 8 12
13. 6 32 4 23 10 15.3 55 84.5 0 0 0
14. 9 28 6 21 16 23.0 49 75.3 1 0 1
15. 23 13 18 8 41 63.0 21 32.2 2 1 3
16. 33 4 24 3 57 87.6 7 10.7 1 0 1
17. 1 37 3 24 4 6.1 61 93.8 0 0 0
18. 29 8 15 12 44 67.6 20 30.7 1 0 1
ze. 31 5 22 4 53 81.5 9 13.8 2 1 3
20. 19 14 7 9 26 39.9 23 35.3 5 11 16
21. 6 32 12 14 18 27.6 46 70.7 0 1 1
zz. 31 TJ. 27 0 64 98.4 1 1.5 0 0 0
23. 13 25 14 13 27 41.5 38 58.4 0 0 0
24. 35 3 22 5 57 87.6 8 12.3 0 0 0
25. 36 2 23 0 59 90.7 2 3 0 4 Q
26. 38 0 25 1 63 96.8 1 1.5 0 1 1
27. 36 2 27 0 63 96.8 2 3 0 0 0
2c. 36 2 25 2 61 93.8 4 6.1 0 0 0
29. 2 36 6 20 8 12.3 56 86.1 0 1 1
30. 10 28 6 21 16 24.6 49 75.3 0 0 0
31. 31 7 24 3 55 84.5 10 15.3 0 0 0
32. 25 12 12 13 37 56.9 25 38.4 1 2 3
33. 8 80 1 17 9 13.8 47 72.2 0 9 9
34. 5 33 2 25 7 10.7 58 89.2 0 0 0
35. 5 33 3 24 8 12,3 57 87.6 0 0 0
36. 7 29 8 18 15 23 47 72.2 2 1 3
37. 38 0 27 0 65 100. 0 0 0 0 0
38. 4 33 2 22 6 9.2 55 84.5 1 3 4
39. 33 5 20 6 53 81.5 11 16.9 0 1 1
40. 31 6 24 2 55 84.5 8 12.3 1 1 2
41. 21 17 18 9 39 59.9 26 39.9 0 0 0
42. 3 35 2 25 5 7.6 60 92.2 0 0 0
43. 35 3 19 5 54 83. 8 12.3 0 3 3
44. 29 8 16 7 45 69.2 15 23 1 4 5
45. 31 7 21 6 52 79.9 13 19.9 0 0 0
26. 3 34 7 18 10 15.3 52 79.9 1 2 3
I
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TABLE VI
SCHOOL D'S RESULTS FOR EXERCISE A
Total number of boys tested 136
Total nvunber of girls tested 136
Pupils tested in School D 272
batement
lumber
Boys
YES
Boys
NO
Girls
YES
Girls
NO
Total
YES
Total YES Total
per cent NO
Total NO
per cent
Omissions
B. G. T,
1
.
166 oc 166 oC dob Q7 fi A 1 A1 .4 1X 1 9e
o lb d6 6o O 'Z 114 Al ft xoo 4y »y 7 e;o X e
o. or\cO lib ly 11^ 3y Xrt , O 99ftceo O 'Z ^o3«D AU co O
SI by 27 74 36 1 'Z163 ft DO O *Z T23.1 90eu 9Reo AftrrO
b» 117 14 118 16 o *z c235 ftfiOD . O ou 11.0 o 9e 7
c_D,
rt
oO oy 60 119 TtO . D 1 AA 52.8 9e 71 Qy
I •
Q
o. lo TIClib TIT111 "Z c35 19 ftle . O 9 9fiCCO o O o82.9 0 cO 1 1XX
icb oO 124 OO 250 y 1 . f 1 ftlo 5.8 9e *fc fto
10, 120 15 TOO122 9 242 ftp ftOO . o 9Act 8,8 11 0 ftb
11 « 101 54 92 A 141 193 fiQ ft 7R1 O 0*7 IT27,5 11 •z0 ft
70 /I o 61 29 T "Z T131 Aft 771 1 28.2 1 ftlO AAftO ftAOft
lo. 30 106 18 112 48 1 ( . O elO 80 Au ftO ftD
14, DO DO o4 64 120 AA 1 OQley 47,3 0 1 ftlo 9 "ZeO
lo. 92 37 69 52 161 oy ftQoy 32,6 7I 1 e;10 9 9ee
lo ICD 1 1 1 olib 6 244 ftQoy . 0 1 "Z10 4,7 "Z0 1 9le 110
17. 10 124 14 117 24 ft fto « o 9A1Crki. 88.4 9e O 71
lo. 102 32 101 •Z30 203 7A ^ R9oe 22,7 9e co 71
ly 100 27 96 19 196 71 Q Afi^iO 16,8 Qy 91el "ZAOU
cU , 40 C9Oc 9 Occ •z ^Ob 62 99 7ee • / ftft0 0 •7 O O32,2 AA 7ft 19 9Xee
9
1
cl oy y^t AbO ^ 9be yy OO . o lOD C T O57,2 "Zo 1 Al^t 1 7X (
9 9CC« 1 "ZA 4 1 "ZClob 0 9 ^ ^2bb Q7y f . 0 T A1.4 9e AU 9e
9CO, "Zbo /O C9o2 OAoO TIC115 A9 9 1 55. •zo A 7
9/1
<&4:, 119lie 9 9C,C 11/1114 1 nly ft? Q AT'x J. T IT15 9e "ZO o
9
<co. yb z cOO 1 A O102 22 TAD198 79 Pl1 c »o ^7O / 20.9 o 1 9le 1 7X <
9CCO , 1 "29loc o 1 "2 1lol 0 2do yo • 0 o 2.2 11 e z0
97 1 "ZAlOU c0 1 AQlUo Ay 9 'Z (3COO ft7 *? 1 A C 15.1 9AeU AU 9AeU
9 flCO . lielib 1 A14 1 A t;lUo 1 '71 / O 9
1
221 ft! 1Ol . 1 "ZlOl T T 111.3 o 1 AIfi 9AeU
cy . 1 clo 119lie 1 c\ly 10 •Z37 lu . O 91 Qeiy 80.3 ftD 1 OlU 1 ftXO
oU
.
z c Qlyi •Z Ao4 n o98 ^ A69 9RCO . o 1 7Q1 (
y
65.6 1 nxu 1 AIfl 9A
ol 1 Al101 2o 1 AA109 15 210 77 n 14.6 lu 1 9le 99ee
•z oOC. /O 00 ty 'zb3 49 133 Aft ftrcO • O 1 riA 38.1 1
1
11 9Ae^ 00
OO , 11 11^lib 18 54 29 10.6 170 62.3 20 53 73
o4. Qo 1 on y 1 1 o118 17 6.2 245 89.9 1 9 10
00 9 "ZCO 1 1 AIIU "Z 9OC yo OD E0.5 205 •7 C O75.2 3 8 11
36. 47 83 56 66 103 37.8 l'±9 54,6 6 14 20
37. 120 13 131 3 251 92.1 16 5,8 3 2 5
38. 15 116 12 103 27 9.9 219 80.3 5 21 26
39. 115 15 111 10 226 82.9 25 9.1 6 15 21
40. 102 25 99 11 201 73.7 36 13.2 9 26 35
41. 71 57 64 64 135 49.5 121 44,4 8 8 16
42. 26 101 25 102 51 18.7 203 74,5 9 9 18
43. 118 8 101 13 219 80.3 21 7.7 10 £2 32
44. 104 19 107 13 211 77.4 32 11.7 13 16 29
45-, 110 20 95 27 205 75,2 47 17,2 6 14 20
46. 21 108 41 82 62 22.7 180 69.7 7 13 20
4.
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TABLE VII
SCHOOL S'S RESULTS ?0R 3}C^SCIS3 A
Total number of boys tested 99
Total ni-anber of girls testea 77
pupils tested in 3oiiOjl 3 176
Statement ^Boys Boys Girls Girls Total Tot^l YES Total Total NO Omissions
Number YES NO YES NO YES per cent NO per cent B. G. T.
1.1. 99 1 72 5 170 96.5 6 3.4 0 0 0
2. 56 39 26 49 82 46.5 88 49.9 4 2 6
3. 9 85 17 56 26 15.7 141 80.0 5 4 9
4. 68 16 45 14 113 64.1 30 17 15 18 33
5. 87 10 66 6 153 86.9 16 9 2 6 7
6. 30 65 32 41 62 35.2 106 60.2 4 4 8
7. 12 86 3 73 15 8.5 159 90.3 1 1 2
8. 9 89 9 63 18 10.2 152 86.4 1 5 6
9. 96 3 69 4 165 93.7 7 3.9 0 4 4
10. 91 8 61 12 152 86.3 20 11.3 0 4 4
11. 54 42 46 28 100 56.8 70 39.7 0 6 6
12. 65 19 38 8 103 58.5 27 15.3 15 31 46
13. 20 77 11 62 31 17.6 139 78.9 2 4 6
14. 46 45 32 30 78 44.3 75 42.6 8 15 23
15. 67 28 42 26 109 61.9 54 30.6 4 9 13
16. 88 9 64 6 152 86.3 15 8.5 2 7 9
17. 4 94 6 69 10 6.6 163 92.5 1 2 3
18. 74 19 51 20 125 71.0 39 22.1 6 6 12
19. 78 16 53 8 131 74.4 24 13.6 5 16 21
20. 41 27 10 23 51 28.9 50 28.4 31 44 75
21. 30 63 21 43 51 28.9 106 60.2 6 13 19
22. 99 0 74 0 173 98.2 0 0 0 3 3
23. 44 53 38 35 82 46.5 88 49.9 2 4 6
24. 76 22 52 21 128 72.7 43 24.4 1 4 5
25. 75 13 46 19 121 68.7 32 18.1 11 12 23
26. 94 3 68 3 162 92.0 6 3.4 2 6 8
27. 94 4 72 3 166 94.2 7 3.9 1 2 3
28. 88 9 57 8 145 82.3 17 9.6 2 12 14
29. 7 90 7 66 14 7.9 156 88.6 2 4 6
30. 36 58 24 41 60 34.0 199 56.2 5 12 17
31. 77 16 65 7 142 81.6 23 13.0 6 5 11
32. 58 31 32 2e 90 51.1 58 32.9 10 18 28
33. 9 82 2 43 11 6.2 125 71.0 8 32 40
34. 1 98 8 65 9 5.1 163 92.5 0 4 4
35. 13 84 12 64 25 14.2 148 84. 2 1 3
36. 21 72 28 40 49 27.8 112 63.6 6 9 15
37. 81 7 75 2 166 94,2 9 5.1 1 0 1
38. 9 87 2 61 11 6.2 148 84.0 3 14 17
39. 81 13 61 142 81.6 20 11.3 5 9 14
40. 79 9 46 13 125 71.0 22 12.4 11 18 29
41. 71 26 47 27 118 67.0 53 30.1 2 3 5
42. 22 73 19 53 41 23.2 126 71.5 4 5 9
43. 80 15 54 7 134 76.1 22 12.4 4 16 20
44. 67 23 48 14 115 65.3 37 21.0 9 15 24
45. 83 13 58 13 141 80.0 26 14.7 3 6 9
46. 29 64 22 44 51 28.9 108 61.3 6 11 17
(
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COrY OF EXERCISE B
B, DIRECTIOIvS: In the choice questions place the number of the answer that
you select on the lire before the statement. Example: A horse is
(l) a L.laiiii (2) an animal (3) a fish, Vnhat number should be place
on the line before the sentence?
1 One of our best bombers is the (l) Zero (2) Liberator
(2) Messerschmidtt,
2 In one day a transport plane can fly to Dakar and return to Natal
(l) once (2) twice (3) three times,
3 Lieut, General Frank Andrews, recent commander of the Allied
front in Europe, was (l) promoted (2) transferred to the Pacific
Area (3) killed in Iceland,
4. There has been aationmde talk over a recent strike among
(1) factory workers (2) coal miners (3) ship workers,
5 TiTars are (1) the best way for nations to settle their differences
(2) a good way to reduce crowded regions of the world (3) a waste
of men, time and eneri^y as they settle nothing,
6 The best way for our government to raise more money w^ould be '
(1) place higher taxes on business (2) increase sales taxes
(3) have higher income taxes,
7 We may expect the war to end v/ithin (l) 2 years (2) 5 years
(3) 10 years or more,
8 I gain most of my information on the war from (l) magazines
(2) radio programs (3) talking with my family and friends
(4) discussions at school (S) newspapers,
9 The best magazine that I read concerning the war is ,, •
10 The most interesting book that I have read on the war is
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TABLE VIII
THE RESULTS OF EXERCISE B FOR ALL OF THE SCHOOLS TESTED
Total number of boys tested 384
Total number of girls tested 573
Total n\imber of pupils tested 757
Statement BOYS GIRLS TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL OMISSIONS
nuinber (l) (2) (3) (l) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) B. G. Total
f % ^ % f %
1. 9 365 6 85 245 31 94 12.4 610 80.5 37 4.8 4 12 16
2. 122 161 71 82 167 58 204 26.4 328 43.3 129 17.0 30 66 96
3. 80 88 177 54 104 125 134 17.6 192 25.3 302 39.8 39 90 129
4. 4 370 6 2 358 11 6 .7 728 96.1 17 2.2 4 2 6
ft. 31 11 323 89 17 246 120 11.5 28 3.6 569 75.1 9 31 40
6. 71 87 197 67 77 191 138 18.2 164 21.6 388 51.3 29 38 67
7. 178 171 24 155 165 32 333 43.9 336 44.3 56 7.3 11 21 32
TABLE VIII (a)
8. I gain most of my information on the war from (1) magazines (2) radio
|)rograms (3) talking with my family and friends (4) dixcussions at
school (§) newspapers.
BOYS REACTIONS GIRLS RFACTIONS TOTAL RESULTS
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
18 117 26 41 182 15 104 50 82 122 33 221 76 123 304
% 4.3 29.1 10. 16.2 40.1

TABLE VIII (b) continued.
The best magazine that I read concerning the war is
757 boys and girls were tested,
246 pupils did not [^;i»e the najiie of any magazine read.
511 pupils reported the following magazines read:
35 per camt or 265 pppils read Life.
11 84 Time.
6. 46 Reader's Digest
2.9 22 Current Events
1.5 12 Newsweek
1.4 11 The Saturday Evening Post
1.3 10 Junior Review
1.0 8 Flying
.9 7 Look
.7 6 Popular Science
.7 6 True ComiKS
.6 5 Collier •
s
.5 4 Liberty
.5 4 National Geographic magazine.
.3 3 Popular ivlechanics.
•3 3 True Story
.2 2 London News
.2 2 Mechanix Illustrated
.2 2 War News
.1 1 American
.1 1 Bethlehem Steil Bulletin
.1 1 Commandos
.1 1 Every vVeek
11 1 Legion
.1 1 Pathfinder
.1 1 Scholastic
.1 1 United States i^ews
.1 1 Young America
rc
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TABLE VIII (c)
B. 10. THE Most interesting book that I have read on the T^rar is .
757 boys and girls were tested,
512 pupils reported no book read, 67,5 per centread no books,
245 pupils or 32.5 per cent reported the following books read.
Number Per cent BOOK TITLE Humber Per cent BOOK TITLE
ft ft une HoriG. 1X T*X Dress Rehearsal
33 4 3 JftJ. o o XUXl 1 U iu-UoCUW , X xjoigxe ivxxxgs
21 2 7 LtUoLUcUL Qculclx y X , X iliCLUGcLuXOIl r 01^ i>eeL LdX
13 1.7 L;"! XXXI J-'XO.X^ 1 .1
1 7X • 1 iney were jixpenQaDxe X 1• X Flying Tigers
1 4.X , ti^ucens jJx 6 i^roua.xy X 1, X insicie Asia
XX X • Tt I)uA O Vt T Via o A l.l'rtTYiflO UXlXXlOOG KMpiiieii T 1, X Xtas b Mcui vx X •laice
X cV^ DOveil Uamc j-iiFOugix Xb XculU
7 Q
• f Vt^uooii ox uxiG * xao^T/ops X , X jjOSu o^uaciron
6 -6 X XXV XVcUi. w 1 1 IN iX OX UXl wn X ivicLxOXL
4 .5 V7C7XXC7X CIX ^WUUjXClO ^"CLL'XVX OXX UX
^
X 1• X iMavy jjxvcr
r x^_.xiut?x r ux r i cscuuiii T , X UXu i.\cuIieXQSS
4 5•V xic 0LU.XIUX1 <j> XXXg XXX -L 00X OiU0x1 1 1, X 0\xb of the Night
X 0 X oXXU. 0 X , X Keaxistic uourage
4.
• O Mexn xvanip i X 1• X Sabotage
z
• u T«-h/-> TViia Vol 1 o^rxn(<o xxie vaxxey TX , X bee xiere , xrivaue
3 3 T-To "y* n*!* ATTAxieurgxove
V •o Pied Piper X • J. lai i}—no. xanicee
2 -2 iiXI^ rOXOO OX i(j~U.c!.y TX , X Xxx a. opii/ixr©
oC p D at tie Jc^or ine ooioiuons 1• X ihe rorgotten Waters
C p Hurri caneYank T 1• 1 The Flying Guns
p Last Train From Berlin T ,1 ine vioria 01 '•oday
P ivirs. Miniver TX , X ine noundea L'on t Cry
2 •2 My Sister and I 1 .1 Treason
2 .2 Spitfire Pilot 1 .1 Victory Through Air
2 .2 Victory and After .1 Power
2 .2 You Can't Do Business 1 ,1 Washington Ro"undabout
With Hitler 1 ,1 Your 'I'ilings
1 .1 Above Suspicion
1 .1 Air Power and Civilization
1 .1 Air News Yearbook -
1 .1 All Might Long
1 .1 All Out For Freedom
1 .1 Assignment In Brittany
1 .1 At the Front and at Home
1 .1 Boribers
1 .1 Combined Operations
1 .1 Dave Dawson At D\mkirk
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TABLE DC
SCHOOL A'S RESULTS PGR EXERCISE B
Total n\jinber of boys tested 48
Total nviriber of girls tested 56
Pupils tested in Achool A 104
Statement BOYS GIRLS TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL OMISSIONS
number (l) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)
# %
B. G. T.
# % # %
1. 0 48 0 18 32 5 18 17.3 80 77.0 5 4.6 0 1 1
2. 16 17 12 12 25 10 28 26.9 42 40.4 22 21.1 3 9 12
3. 13 15 19 10 19 19 23 22.1 34 32.7 38 36.5 1 8 9
4. 0 45 3 1 47 8 1 .9 92 88.5 11 10.5 0 0 0
5. 8 3 37 28 \ 23 36 34.6 4 3.8 60 57.7 0 4 4
6. 12 10 26 8 11 35 20 19.2 21 20.2 61 58.7 0 2 2
7. 22 20 6 16 32 3 38 36.5 62 50.0 9 8.6 0 5 5
TABLE IX (a)
8. I gain most of my information on the war irom (l) magazines (2) radio
programs (3) talking mth my family and friends (4) discussions at
school (5) newspapers.
BOYS REACTIONS GIRLS REACTICKS TOTAL REACTIOiiS
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (l) (2) (s) (4) (5)
# 3 19 5 1 20 0 21 4 9 22 3 40 9 10 42
% 2.8 38.5 8.6 9.6 40.4
%
TABLE IX (b)
B. 9, ^he best magazine that I read concerning the war is
29 pupils reported no magazines read, -"-his was 27,9 per cent of the group,
75 pupils or 72,2 per cent reported the following magazines read:
38 pupils read Life
10 Current Events
8 Time
6 Reader's i-'igest
3 Flying
2 Lppk
2 Stfexarday Evening Post
2 True Story
1 Collier's
1 Liberty
1 U. S, News
1 Vfar News
€f
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TABLE rx (c)
B. 10, '-The most interesting book that ^ have read on the war is
48 boys tested,
66 feirls tested,
104 pupils in School A tested
78 pupils or 74,9 per cent of the groups did not report any books read,
26 pupils or 26 per cent of the grovp reported the following books:
5 pupils read "Mission '-^'o Moscov/"
2 "One uorld"
3 "Berlin Diary"
3 "Mein Kampf"
3 "Seven Came Through"
2 "They Vi/ere Expendable"
1 "Air News Yearbook"
1 "Guadacanal Diary
1 "Lost Squadron"
1 "Queeni Die Proudly"
1 "Spitfire Pilot"
1 "You Can't Business With Hitler"
I
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TABLE X
SCFOOL B'S RESULTS ?CiR ETmCISE B
Toted number of boys tested 63
Total nxomber of girls tested 77
Pupils tested in School B 140
Statement BOYS GIRLS TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL OMISSIONS
number (l) (2) (3) (l) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) B. G. T.
1. 6 57 0 26 42 9 32 22.8 99 70.6 9 6.4 0 0 0
2. 20 25 14 29 25 14 49 34.9 50 35.7 28 19.9 4 9 13
3. 13 11 33 12 25 29 25 17.8 36 25.7 62 44.2 5 11 17
4. 1 60 1 0 77 0 1 .7 137 97.8 1 .7 1 0 1
5. 8 0 54 26 2 48 34 24.2 2 1.4 102 72.8 1 1 2
6. 13 18 30 18 17 40 31 22.1 35 24.9 70 49.9 2 2 4
7. 31 25 7 32 33 10 63 44.9 58 41.4 17 12.1 0 2 2
TABLE X (a)
B. 8, I gain most of my information on the war from (l) magazines ^.2) radio
programs (3) talking lA-lth my fanily and firends (4) discussions at
school (5) newspapers.
£££££
BOYS SEACTIONS GIRLS REACTIONS TOTAL REACTIONS
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
# 0 18 0 30 15 0 16 4 34 23 0 34 4 64 38
% 24.2 2.8 45,6 27.1
TABLE X (b)
B. 10. 'he best magazine that I read conderning the war is
71 pupiis or 51 per cent of the group reported no magazine read.
69 pupils or 49 per cent of the group reported the follovdng magazines read:
28 pupils read Life
10 Junior -i-^eview
7 Reader's Digest
5 Newsweek
3 Look
3 Popular Science
3 '^ime
3 Liberty
1 Commandos
1 Every tteek
1 The National Geographic
1 Mechanix illustrated
1 Pathfinder
1 Popular Machanics
1 True Story
1 Young America
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TABLE X (c)
he most interesting book that I have read on the war is
63 boys tested,
77 girls tested,
140 pupils in School B, tested,
92 pupils or 65,6 per cent of the group did not report any feook read.
48 pupils or 34,2 per cent of the group reported the following books:
27 pupils read "Mission "to Moscow"
11 "We Chinese Jomen"
3 "One V/orld"
Z "Mrs. Miniver"
1 "ABove Suspicion"
1 "All Out For Freedom"
1 "Behind the Face of Japan
1 "Navy Jjiver"
1 "Washington Romdabout"
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TABLE XI
SCHOOL C'S R-TSULTS FOR EXIT^CISE B
Total number of boys tested 38
Total number of £;irls tested 27
Pupils tested in School 6 65
Sfetifeement BOYS GELS TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL OMISSIONS
number (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)
# % # % B. G T.
1. 0 37 1 4 21 1 4 6.1 58 89.2 2 3.0 0 1 1
2. 12 21 5 3 18 3 15 23.0 39 59.9 8 12.3 0 3 3
3. 12 6 19 0 8 lo 12 19.4 14 21.5 32 49.2 1 6 7
4. 0 37 1 1 26 0 1 1.5 63 96.8 1 1.5 0 0 0
5. 3 0 34 3 0 21 6 9.2 0 0 55 84.5 1 3 4
6. 0 9 22 6 5 14 6 9.2 14 21.5 36 55.3 7 2 9
7. 21. 16 0 20 6 1 41 63. 22 33.8 1 1.5 1 0 1
TA^LE XI (a)
B, 8. I gain most of my information on the war from (l) magazines (2) radio
programs (3) talking with my fanily and firends (4) discussions at
school (5) newspapers.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) GIRLS REACTIONS TOTAL REACTIOKS
BOYS REACTIONS (l) $2) (3) (4) (5) (1^ (2) (3) (4) (5)
# 3 10 6 0 19 1 13 4 0 9 4 23 10 0 28
% 6.1 35.3 15.3 43.0
TABLE XI ^b)
B, 9. '•he best magazine that I read concerning the war is
10 pupils or 15,3 per cent of the group reported no magazines.
55 pupils or 84.5 per cent of the gr up reported the following magazines read:
25 pupils read Life
13 Reader's -digest
12 Time
1 Colliers
1 National Geographic
2 Newsweek
X Mechanic Illustrated,
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TABLE XI (c}
B, 10. i'he most interesting book that I have read on tne war is
38 boys tested.
27 girls tested.
65 pupils in Scliool C testod.
41 pupils or 63 per cenf of the group reported no books read,
24 pupils or 36.9 per cent of the group repoH^ed t'le follovsring
books read:
Spupils read "Berlin Diary"
3 "One World"
3 "Guadalcanal Diary"
S "Men On Bataan"
3 "Queens Die Proudly"
2 "Seven Came Back"
1 "At The Front and At Home"
1 "Inside Asia"
1 "Last Train From Berlin"
1 "Realistic Courage"
1 "See jtiere , Private '••^argrove"
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TABLE XII
SCnOOt D'S RI^ST}TTS ?CR EXKRCI3S B
Total number of boys tested 136
Total niimber of girls tested 136
Pupils tested in School E 272
Statement BOYS GIRLS TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL OMISSIONS
number (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) B. G. T
# % # %
B. 1. 1 131 3 30 87 14 31 11.3 216 80.0 17 6.2 1 5 6
2. 48 60 20 22 82 18 70 25.6 135 49.5 38 13.9 8 21 29
3. 31 39 55 30 75 34 61 22.3 71 26. 89 32.6 11 40 51
4. 3 131 1 0 136 0 3 1.1 267 97.9 0 0 1 0 1
5. 5 6 113 24 7 99 29 10.6 13 4.7 212 77.8 2 16 18
6. 25 32 71 21 28 68 46 16.8 60 21. 139 51.2 8 19 27
7. 61 63 7 62 57 10 123 25.1 120 44. 17 6.2 5 7 12
TABLE XII (a)
B. 8. I gain most of my information on the war from (l) magazines (s) radio
programs (3) talking with my family and friends (4) discussions at
school (5) newspapers.
BOYS REACTIONS
$1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
GIRLS REACTIONS
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1)
TOTAL
^2)
REACTIONS
(3) (40 (5)
# 5 37 4 5 85 6 32 26 27 46 11 69 29 32 131
< 4. 25.3 10.6 11.7 48.
B. 9. '•he best magazine that
TABLE XII (b)
I re^d concerning the war is •
71 pupils or 26 per cent of the group reported no magazine read.
201 pupils or 73.7 per cent of the group reported the following magazines:
121 pupils read Life
38 Time
7 Current
10 Reader's Digest
6 Saturday Evening Post
6 Newsweek
4 Flying
3 True Comic
2 Popular Science
1*
American
Colliers
1 Liberty
1 National Geographic
1 War News
I
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TABLE XII (c)
B. 10. The most interesting book that I have read on the war is
136 boys tested,
136 girls tested.
272 pupils tested in School ^»
197 pupils or 72,2 per cent of the group reported no book read,
75 pupils or 28 per cent of the group reported the l&ollomng
books read:
12 pupils read "Guadalcanal i^iary"
11 "One I'iorla"
7 "They i;ere Expendable"
4 "Queens Die Proudly"
4 "Headhunting In The Solomons"
4 "The Raft"
3 "Seven Ceuiie Back"
2 "Berlin Diary"
2 "Into the Viilley"
2 "General liiaisArthur, Fighter
for Freedom"^
2 "My Sister and I"
2 "Air Force of Tpday"
1 "All Night Long"
1 "Bombers"
1 "Combined Operation"
1 "Dave Dawson in Dunkirk"
1 "Dress Rehearsal"
1 "Eagle Wings"
1 "Escape"
1 "Flying 'igers"
1 "HxArricane Yank"
1 "Last lian on Wake Island"
1 "Last Train From Berlin"
1 "Mein Kampf"
1 "Nations on the ii^arch"
1 "Old Nameless"
1 "Out Of The Night"
1 "Queen of the Flat-tops"
1 "Sabotage"
1 "The itorld of Today"
1 "The iiiounded Don't Cry"
1 "Treason"
1 "You Can't Do Business Mth Hitler"
J
TABLE XIII 55
SCHOOL' E'S RESULTS FOl EXERCISE B
Total number of boys tested 99
Total nimber of girls tested
_77
Pupils tested in School B 176
Statement BOYS GIR.LS TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL OMISSIONS
numb er (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) B. E. T,
if % # j/ # %
B. 1. 2 92 2 7 63 2 9 5.1 155 88.0 4 2.2 2 5 8
2. 26 38 20 16 24 13 42 23.8 62 35.2 33 18.7 15 24 39
3. 11 17 51 2 20 30 13 7.3 37 21. 81 46. 20 25 45
4. 0 9121 0 0 72 3 0 0 169 95.9 3 1.7 2 2 4
5. 7 2 85 8 7 55 15 8.5 9 5.1 140 7.9 5 7 12
6. 21 18 48 14 16 34 35 19.8 34 20.3 82 46. 12 3 25
7. 43 47 4 25 37 8 68 38.6 84 47.7 12 6.8 5 7 12
TABLE XIII (a)
B. 8, I gain most of my information on the war from (l) magazines C2) radio
programs (3) talking mth my family and friends (4) discussions at
school (5) newspapers.
(1)
BOYS
(2)
' REACTIONS
(3) (4) (5)
GIRLS' REiVCTICNS
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
TOTAL R£
(1) (2)
:;^CTICNS
(3) (4) (5)
# 7 33 11 5 43 8 22 13 12 22 15 55 34 17 65
%
TABLE XIII (b)
8.5 51.2 13.6 9. 6 36.9
B. 9. The best magazine that I r^ad concerning the was is &
60 pupils or 34 per cent reported no jagazines read.
116 pupils or 65.8 per cent reported the follovvlng magazines reads
53 pupils read Life 1 pupil read Flying
23 Time 1 Legi on
10 Reader's Digest 1 National Geographic
5 Current Events 1 Popular Science
4 News 1 Scholastic
3 True Comics
2 Colliers
2 London News
2 Look
2 Popular Machanics
S Sfetxirday Evening Post
1 Bethlehem Steel Bulletin
IJ
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TABLE XIII (c)
B, 10. '•''he most interesting book that 1 have read on the war is
99 boys tested,
77 girls tested.
176 pupils tested in School E,
104 pupils or 59 per cent reported no books read,
72 pupils or 40,8 per cent reported the following books read:
29 pupils read "One iVorld"
p. V]^U.6di OX C/X16 I" X cL top o
co
A_t iney were iLxpenuaDxe
•zo "Pi ori P-i -nor*"r leu 1 xper
•zo "Pav«1 -i-m liio rijenxn -i^xary
A
rt "Queens Die Proudly"
2 "Rat+lp Fnr Th#» Snlomnn"?"
2 "General MacArthur, Fighter
For Freedom
2 "Victory and After
1 "Air rower and Civilization"
1 "Assignment in Brittany"
1 "Education For Death"
1 "Hvirricane Yank"
1 "Into The Valley"
1 "Spitfire Pilot"
1 "Tally-ho I Yankee In a Spitfire
1 "The Flying Guns"
1 "The Forgotten Waters"
1 "The .ibrld of Today"
1 "Ihe ~Raft"
1 "Your Vi/ings"
wI
COPY OF EXERCISE C
C, Every person has opinions about other people and other lands. iJo you think
you would like to be friendly with the people named below? Draw a line
under the vrard that best describes how you feel about each group of people.
I want to be friendly vdth
1. No Americans Some Americans Most Americans All Americans
2. No Chinese Some Chinese Kost Chinese All Chinese
3. No Liutch people Some Dutch people Most Dutch people All Dutch people
4. No English Some Engl ish Most English All English
5. No French Some Rpench Most French All French
6. No Germans Some Germans Most Germans All Germans
7. No Italians Some Italians Most Italians All Ital ians
8. No Japanese Some Japanese Most Japanese All Japanese
9. No Mexicans Some Mexicans Most Mexicans All Mexicans
10. No Negroes Some Negroes Most Negroes All Negroes
11. No Russians Some Russians Most Ri:issians All iiussians
12. No Spaniards Some Spaniards Most Spaniards All Spaniards.

TABLE XIV
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THE RESULTS OF EXERCISE C FOR ALL OF THE SCHOOLS TESTED
Total number of boys tested 384
Total number of girls tested 575
Total number of pupils tested 757
People Boys
'
^ • -1 .NOGirls'
—
Combined results Boys' .
, oOME
Girl-s^—
—
Combined re
reactions reactions # % reactions reactiiins # %
Americans 0 0 0 0 5 8 13 1.7
Chinese 1 1 2 .2 31 56 87 11.4
Dutch 3 0 3 .3 52 65 117 15.4
English 2 1 3 .3 26 35 61 8.0
French 1 3 4 .5 68 62 130 17.1
Germans 99 88 187 24.7 315 186 40 52.9
Italians 80 47 127 16.7 193 195 388 51.2
Japanese 184 172 356 47.0 139 123 262 34,6
Mexicans 15 6 21 1.7 58 88 146 IS.
2
Negroes 13 11 24 3.1 85 115 200 26.4
Russians 1 3 4 .5 37 60 97 12.8
Spaniards 20 9 29 3.8 107 129 236 31.1
People
Boys
reactions
MOST
Girii'
rea.Gtions
Combined results Boys'
7/^ /o reactioxOS
ALL
Girls'
reactions
oiabi:aed results
Americans 87 74 161 21.2 289 269 558 73.7
Chinese 111 115 226 29.8 235 180 415 54.8
Dutch 94 103 197 26.0 217 174 391 51.6
English 91 91 182 14.0 245 220 465 61.4
French 137 144 281 57.1 164 125 289 38.1
Germans 47 42 89 11.7 10 18 34 4.4
Italians 76 67 143 18.8 25 35 60 7.9
Japanese 24 22 46 6.0 18 16 34 4.4
Mexicans 150 118 268 35.4 152 121 273 36.0
Negroes 143 106 249 32.8 133 105 238 31.4
Russians 120 116 236 31.1 217 166 383 50.5
Spaniards 144 116 260 34.3 99 82 181 23.9
4
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TABLE XV
SCHOOL A' 3 RI^SULTS liSCERCISE C
Total nxmber of boys tested 48
Total number of girls tested 56
Pupils tested in School A 104
NO SOliE
People Boys' Girls' Combined results Boys' Girls' Combined resiilts
reactions reactions % reactions reactions ^ %
Americans 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1.8
Chinese 0 0 0 0 2 9 11 10.5
Dutch 1 0 1 .9 4 9 13 ;2.5
English 0 1 1 .9 6 2 8 7.7
French 0 1 1 .9 10 13 23 22.1
Germans 16 39 55 52.9 22 9 31 29.8
Italians 11 20 31 29.8 23 21 44 42.3
Japanese 26 39 64 61.6 15 5 20 19.2
Mexiceins 3 0 3 2.8 3 16 19 18.2
Negroes 1 0 1 .9 11 20 31 29.8
Russians 0 1 1 .9 3 10 13 12.5
Spaniards 1 1 2 1.8 7 21 28 26.9
MOST ALL
People Boys' girls' Combined results Boys' Girls' Combined results
reactions reactions ^ % reactions reactions ^ %
Americans 8 8 16 15.4 40 46 86 82.8
Chinese 9 6 15 14.5 38 37 75 72.3
Dmtch 10 14 24 23.1 30 29 59 56.8
English 9 13 22 21.1 30 36 66 63.5
French 16 17 33 31.7 20 19 39 37.1
Germans 4 3 7 6.7 5 1 6 5.7
Italians 6 4 10 9.6 4 4 8 7.7
Japanese 2 5 7 6.7 4 0 4 3.8
Mexicans 21 13 34 32.7 20 21 41 39.5
Negroes 12 13 25 24.0 21 17 38 36.5
Russians 10 11 21 20.2 35 29 64 61.6
Spaniards 21 11 32 29.8 17 17 34 32.7
I I
c
TABLE XVI
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SCHOOL B»S RESULTS FOR EXERCISE C
Total ntnnber of boys tested 63
Total number of girls tested 77_
Pupils tested in School B 140
NO SOME
People ^oys' Girls' Combined resxilts Boys' Girls' Combined results
reactions reactions
=lf % reactions reactions # %
Americans 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 4.2
Chinese 0 1 1 .7 5 14 19 13.5
Dutch 1 0 1 .7 9 22 31 22.1
English 1 0 1 .7 5 13 18 12.8
Frendh 0 1 1 .7 11 20 31 22.1
Germans 21 22 43 30.7 33 34 67 47.8
Italians 7 6 13 9.2 29 29 58 41.4
Japanese 39 41 80 57.1 18 25 43 30.7
Mexicans 0 0 0 0 10 23 33 23.5
Negroes 2 0 2 1.4 21 28 48 54.9
Russians 0 0 0 0 5 19 24 17.1
Spaniards 2 0 2 1.4 16 30 46 32.8
MOST ALL
People Boys' Girls' Combined results Boys' Girls' (ftombined results
reactions reactions ^ % reactions reactions %
Americsins 8 11 19 13.5 52 59 111 79.2
Chinese 18 28 46 32.8 42 32 74 52.7
Dutch 12 24 36 25.7 38 26 64 46.6
English 8 13 21 14.9 47 46 93 66.4
French 23 26 49 34.9 27 22 49 34.9
Germans 7 6 13 9.2 1 4 5 3.5
Italians 22 20 42 30. 5 14 19 13.5
Japanese 5 2 7 4.9 1 3 4 2.8
Mexicans 19 20 39 27.8 33 23 56 39.9
Negroes 19 18 37 26.4 19 22 41 29.2
Russians 14 21 35 25.2 44 30 74 52.8
Spaniards 18 17 35 25.2 26 20 46 32.8

TABLE XVII
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SCHOOL C'S RESL\LTS iX)R EXERCISE 0
Total number of boys tested 38
Total nvmber of girls tested 27
Pupils tested in School C 65
NO SCI-^E
People Boys' Girls' Combined results Boys' Girls' Combined results
reactions reactions % reactions reactions jj^ %
Americans 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1.5
Chinese 0 0 0 0 4 5 9 13.9
Dutch 0 0 0 0 7 4 11 16.9
English 0 0 0 0 3 1 4 6.1
French 1 0 1 1.5 7 7 14 21.5
Germans 4 3 7 10.7 27 18 46 69.^
Italians 6 3 9 13.8 22 16 38 58.4
Japanese 2 10 12 18.4 20 9 29 44.6
Mexicans 0 0 0 0 10 6 16 24.6
Megroes 0 0 0 0 9 6 15 23,
Russians 0 0 0 0 4 3 7 10.7
Spaniards 2 1 o 4.6 11 9 20 30.6
MOST ALL
People Boys' Girls' Combined results Boys' Girls' Combined results
reactions reactions 7^ % reactions reactions ^ %
Americans 17 9 26 39.9 21 13 34 52.2
Chinese 15 9 24 36.9 17 10 27 41.5
Dutch 11 11 22 52.8 17 8 25 38.4
English i2 11 23 35.4 20 11 31 47.7
French 12 9 21 3 2 • 14 5 19 29.2
Germans 2 1 3 4.6 1 0 1 1.5
Italians 6 6 11 16.9 3 0 3 4.5
Japanese 1 2 3 4.6 1 0 1 1.5
Mexicans 16 12 28 42.9 8 2 10 15.3
Negroes 16 12 28 42.9 10 4 14 21.5
Russians 16 9 24 36.9 16 10 26 39.9
Spaniards 14 10 24 36.9 7 1 8 12.3
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TABLE XVIII
SCHOOL D'S RESULTS FOR EXERCISE C
Total nimiber of boys tested 136
Total nvunber of girls tested 136
Pupils te.sted in .^'.ohool B 272
NO SOL'EE
People Boys' Girls' Combined results Boys' Girls' Combined results
reactions reactions ?^ % reactions reactions 7/^ %
Americans 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 .7
Chinese 1 0 1 .3 8 15 23 8.4
Dutch 1 0 1 .3 21 19 40 14.6
English 1 0 1 .3 5 10 15 5.5
French 0 1 1 .3 27 17 44 16.
Germans 33 19 52 19. 83 83 166 61.1
Italians 29 14 43 15.7 81 82 16S 59.8
Japanese 69 48 117 79.6 57 61 118 4C.2
Mexicejis 6 2 8 2.9 20 24 44 16.
Negroes 6 7 13 4.8 25 46 71 26.
Russians 0 2 2 .7 14 16 30 11.
Spaniards 8 3 11 3.8 51 44 95 34.8
MOST ALL
People Boys' Girls' Combined results Boys' Girls' Combined resvilts
reactions reactions 7+ % reactions reactions ^ %
Americans 32 32 64 23.4 104 95 198 72.6
Chinese 41 46 62 33.7 79 68 148 54.3
Dutch 38 34 72 26.3 74 71 145 53.1
English 38 39 77 28.2 88 80 168 61.7
French 52 58 110 40.2 57 53 110 40.2
Germans 14 19 33 12.0 2 7 9 3.3
Italians 20 23 63 15.7 3 9 12 4.6
Japanese 5 9 14 5.1 2 7 9 3.3
Mexicans 62 56 118 43.2 48 45 93 34.
Negroes 63 37 100 36.7 41 36 77 28.2
Russians 49 49 98 35.9 70 66 136 49.9
Spaniards 50 58 108 39.6 24 22 46 16.9
rc
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TABLE XIX
SCHOOL E»S REST3LTS FOR EXERCISE G
Total number of boys tested 99
Total number of jrirls tested 77
Pupils tested in ochool E iT^
NO SOIvIE
People Boys' Girls' Combined results Boys'' Girls' Combined results
reactions reactions # % reactions reactions jf= %
Americans 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1.1
Chinese 0 0 0 0 12 13 25 14.2
Dutch 0 0 0 0 11 11 22 12.*
English 0 0 0 0 7 9 16 9.
French 0 0 0 0 13 5 18 10.2
Germans 25 5 30 17 50 42 92 52.3
Italians 27 4 31 17.5 38 47 85 85.5
Japanese 49 34 93 47, 29 23 52 29.6
Mexicans 6 4" 10 5.7 15 19 34 19.1
Negroes 4 4 8 4.6 19 15 34 19.1
Russians 1 0 1 .5 11 12 23 12.9
Spaniards 7 4 11 6.2 22 26 47 26.4
MOST ALL
People Boys' Girls' Combined results Boys' Girls^ Combined results
reactions reactions ^ % reactions reactions 7f %
Americans 22 14 36 20.5 73 56 129 73.2
Chinese 23 26 49 27.4 59 32 91 51.6
Dutch 23 20 43 24.4 68 40 98 55.7
English 24 15 59 22.1 60 47 107 60.8
French 34 34 68 39. 46 26 72 40.8
Germans 20 13 33 18.6 7 6 13 7.5
Italians 23 14 37 21. 10 8 18 10.2
Japanese 11 4 16 8.5 10 6 16 9.
Mexicans 32 17 49 27.4 43 30 73 41.3
Negroes 33 26 59 33.4 42 26 68 39.
Russians 32 26 58 32.9 52 31 83 47.
Spaniards 41 20 61 34.7 26 22 47 26.4
c
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TABLE XX
THE RESULTS OF EXERCISE D FOR ALL OF THE SCHOOLS TESTED
Totii. number of boys tested 384
Total number of girls tested 373
Total number of pupils tested 757
Copy of Kxercise Di
D, ^heck (n/) the European countries that hatye been invaded and conquered
by the Nazis,
1 Belgium
2 Denmark
3 England
4 France
5 Poland
. Russia
7. /... • Spain
.
Switzerland
. The Netherlands
, Turkey
Exercise D,
Country Right ^^^^wrong Right^^^^^Ta-ong
TOTAL CORRECT TOTAL INCORRECT
# %
Belgium 348 36 305 68 653 86.2 104 13.7
Denmark 330 54 298 75 628 82.9 129 17.0
France 330 54 277 96 607 81.1 150 19.8
Poland 355 29 331 42 686 90.6 71 9.3
Netherlands 307 77 257 116 564 74,5 193 25.4
TABLE XXI
SCHOOL A'S RESULTS FOR EXERCISE D
Boys tested 48
Girls tested 56
School A 104
TABLE XXII
SCHOOL B'S RESULTS FOR EXERCISE D
Boys tested 63
Girls tested 77
School B 140
Covintry Correct
Boys Girls
Ansv/ers
Total Per cnet
Country
Foys
Correct
Girls
Answers
Total Per cent
Belgium 42 45 87 83.7 Belgim 60 61 121 76.3
Denmark 40 49 89 85.7 Denmark 55 62 117 83.5
France 38 33 71 68.1 France 52 55 107 76.3
Poland 41 47 88 84.8 Poland 60 70 130 92.8
Netherlands 40 35 75 71.1 Netherlands 49 47 96 68.5
r
TABLE XXIII
SCHOOL C'S RESULTS FOR EXERCISE D
Boys tested 38
Girls tested 27
School C 6F
Country
Boys
Correct -Answers
Girls Total Per cent
Belgium
Denmark
France
Pola ici
Netherlands
36
35
35
36
35
23
22
22
23
24
59
57
57
59
59
90.7
87.6
87.6
90.7
90.7
TABLE XXIV
SCHOOL D'S RESULTS FOR EXERCISE D
Boys tested
Girls tested
School D
136
156
272
Country
Boys
Gtorrect Answers
Girls Total Per cent
Belgim 124 110 234 85.9
Denmark 118 104 222 81.4
France 116 99 2^5 42.2
Poland 125 119 244 89.5
Netherlands 105 92 197 72.2
TABLE XXV
SCHOOL E'S RESULTS FOR EXERCISE D
Boys tested
Girls tested
School E
99
77
176
Covtntry Boys Girls Total Per cent
Belgium
Denmark
France
Poland
Netherlands
86
82
89
93
78
6G
61
68
72
59
152
143
157
165
137
86.3
82.1
89.3
93.7
77.9
€
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COFY OF EXZRCI3E E
E. In eacn exercise below (A, B, C, D, E, F)
,
put the nxmber of the item
in Columnll oposite the name of the person in Column I with vjhich
it is most closely associated. In exercise F the names of cities are
to be matched with the countries in v/hich they are located.
Column I
Exercise
Avila Camacho 1.
Viiinston Churchill 2,
Francisco Franco 3,
Mohandas Ghandi 4.
Adolf Hitler 5.
Chiang-Kai-Shek 6.
Benito Mussolini 7.
Franklin ^, ^^oosevelt 8.
Joseph Stalin 9,
Kideki Tojo 10.
Queen VVilhelmina 11,
Getulio i), Vargas 12,
13,
Exercise
James F, Byrnes 1,
Cordell Hull 2.
William Jeffers 3,
Henry Kaiser 4,
Frank Knox 5,
John L, Lewis 6,
Paul McNutt 7.
Henry Morgenthau 8,
Henry Stimson 9.
Harland F, Stone 10,
Henry A, Wallace 11.
T/endell L. Willkie 12.
13.
14.
Column II
A
Brazil
China
England
Germany
India
Italy
Japan
kexico
Netherlands
Persia
Russia
'Spain
5\irkey
United States
B
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
Good ^»ill Arabassador
Manpower head
President of the tinited wiine ».orkers
Rubber coordinator
Ship Builder
Speaker of the J-^ouse
TJ, S, Secrettry of Labor
'c, S. Secretary of Navy
U. S, Secretary of State
U. S. Secretary of Treasury
II. Secretary of War
Vice president of the United States
War Mobil zation Director
Exercise
Henry H. Arnold 1,
James Doolittle 2.
Iwight D. Eisenhower 3.
William F, Halsey 4,
Ernest J. King 5.
Douglas iilacArthur 6.
George C. i.iarshall 7,
Chester Nimitz 8.
, George Patton 9.
Edward Rickenbacker 10.
William H. Standley 11.
Joseph V<, Stilwell 12.
13.
14.
C
Admiral in command of our Pacific fleet
Allied commander in the ^^outh Pacific
Commander of the Russian front
Allied commander of North African front
allied commando leader
Commander-in-Chief of the U. S, Fleet
Coirmander in China-Burma- India area
Commander of the U, S. Army Air Forces
Hero of the Philippines
Leader of the air raid on Tokyo
Rescued air hero
U. S, Ambassador to Russia
IJ. S. Army Chief-of-Staff
U. S. Tank Corp.
ft
COPY OF 3X3RCISE E
cuntinued
EKERCISE D
Jean Da-rlan 11 • "mDas s aaor to urKey
oneiries jjeuauiie o Assassmauea rrencn leaaer
0 . DriT/isn '-'Oiiiiiiaiiu.er'"iii~'Unxei ±ii j-iiuxa.
Henri H, Giraud 4. British i'oreign Secretary
Josef Goebbels 5. German Field Marshal defeated in Afri
MsLxim Litvinov 6. German Propaganda Minister
Bernard iviontgomery 7i German Submarine Commander
iiirwin noniniex 8. Leader of the British 8th Army
C!Am AVI ^ Tvi /*\ o Am 1^^^Deinen xxiiiosrienico 9. Leader of the Free French
ArCilXOelX Q. iicLVei 10. Russian Ambassador
11. Russian Army leader
12. Pro-Nazi French leader.
EXERCISE E
Allies 1. an armed escort
coimnando attack 2. direct vote of the people
convoy 3. distribute goods in limited amounts
UCX Clio XV © 4. explosives concealed in land or water
mine 5. facts not always true
6. fight to protect home soil
plebiscite 7. first choice
priority- 8. friends
propaganda 9. last to receive goods
rationin,^ 10. made artifically
sabotage 11. quick raid
synthetic 12. secretly destroy goods
13. total blackout
14. war carried to foreign soil
EXERCISE F
1. Australia
2. Brazil
3. Burma
4. (^hina
5. England
6. France
7. French "iVest Africa
8. Morocco
9. New Guinea
10. Oahu
11. Philippine Islands
12. Russia
Stalingrad 13. Siberian Hussia
Yal adivostock i4.
15. Tunisia
16. United States
17. Venezuela
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TAELE XXVI
THE RESULTS OF EXERCISE E FOR ALL OF THE SCHOOLS TESTED
Total nviraber of boys tested 384
Total number of ^irls tested.373
Pupils tested 757
Person CORltECT ANSFjIRS Person CORRECT MS'n^RS
Place Combined Results Place Combined Resvilt s
Word # % Word # %
Exercise A: Exercise D:
Camacho 394 52.0 Darlan 279 36.8
Churchill 695 91.8 DeC-aulle 308 40.6
Franco 348 45.9 h'den 269 35.5
Ghandi 565 74.6 Giraud 151 19.9
Hitler 729 96.3 Goebbels 411 54.2
Kai-Shek 731 96.6 Litvinov 202 26.6
Mussolini 690 91.1 Montgomery 408 53.8
Roosevelt 7E9 96.3 Rommel 494 65,2
Stalin 633 83.6 Timoshenko 310 40.9
Tojo 698 92.0 Wavel 227 29.9
Wilhelmina 494 65.2
Vargas 258 34.0
Exercise B: Exercise Ei
Byrnes 127 16.7 Allies 519 68.5
Hull 243 32.1 commando attack 470 62.0
Jeffers 206 27.2 convoy 501 66.1
Kaiser 524 69.2 defensive 419 55.3
Knox 374 49.4 mine 480 63.4
Lwwis 55f8 76.3 offensive 309 40.8
MeNutt 253 33.4 plebiscite 132 17.4
Morgenthau 360 47.5 priority 236 31.1
Stimson 196 25.8 propaganda 542 71.5
Stone 162 21.3 rationing 537 70.9
Wallace 499 65.9 sabotage 525 69.3
Willkie 352 46.4 syn«thetic 491 64,8
Exercise C: Exercise F:
Arnold 157 20.7 Bizerte 857 33.9
Doolittle 530 70.0 Casablanca 256 33.8
Eisenhover 366 48.3 Dakar 225 29.7
Halsey 60 7.9 Darwin 238 31.4
King 135 17.8 Gibraltar 263 34.7
MacArthur 329 43.4 London 582 77.8
Mar shall 167 22.0 Manilla 373 49.2
Nimitz 79 10.4 Natal 137 18.0
Patton 123 16.2 Pearl Habbor 192 25,3
Rickenb acker 499 65.9 Port koresby 192 25,3
Standley 106 14.0 Rangoon 325 42.9
Stilwell 129 17.0 Shanghai 541 71.4
Stalingrad 507 67.1
Val adivo stock 349 46.1
Vichy 444 58.6
f
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TABL2 XXVII
RESULTS OF EXERCISE E FOR ALL THE BOYS AND THE GIRLS
Total nvimber of boys tested 384
Total number of girls tested 373
Person CORRECT ANSVv'ERS Person CORRECT Al:iSirj:,RS
Place BOYS GIRLS Place BOYS GIRLS
Word A
TT It /« Viin T* f]
4-
Tr /°
4k
IT
Exercise A: Exercise T:
Camacho 199 51.8 195 52,2 Darlan 159 41.3 120 32,1
'^nurcniii 'Z tz cODO 92.4 340 91.1 DeGauile 186 48,3 122 32,6
Franco 190 4S-4 158XwV 4? 3 Eden 14-rx^r^ 38 4 1 ?1J. C X 3? 4
Ghsuidi 296 50 9 270w f V./ 72 31 w 9 ty Giraud 93 • X 58 1 5 5
Hitler 369 95,9 360 96.4 Goebbels 245 63 7 166X W VJ 44 4
Kai-Shek 372 96 7 359KJ \J \J 96 2 Litvinov 121 31 4ox , ^ 81ox ^1 7ox . 1
IV'US sol i ni 360 96 6 330 91 Montgomery 238 61 8vJ X . ^ 1 70 4'^ 5
P oo ^f>v#* 1 "h1\w e V \«/ X w 365 ^ ( • o Rommel 290 / v>
»
Ci\J'± Ore , O
Stalin 335WV V 87 1 298u t/ V-/ 79 8 Timoshenko 202 1 ORXV w 9fl Q
Toio 364 94,7 334 60. 7javel 140 36.4 87 23 3
Vl/ilhelmina 247 64,2 247 66-1
Vargas 140 36,4 118 31.6
Exercise B: Exercise E;
Byrnes 81 21,0 46 12.3 Allies 269 69.9 250 67,
Hull 147 38.2 96 25,7 commando attack264 66,6 206 55.2
1 9^ Oc . o OX 91 7 c onvoy 231 f O ,\J oo . y
Q T C! *i 1* 9Q71 77 91 f ,C 997 fin R defensive 243 CI 1oo ,1 1 ^ D 4/ .1
TTnAT RR 9 1 ROX UU AR 9 mine 273 '7r\ Qf u . y 00,4
T *»T)iri c ou , o 9fiC •79 offensive 194 7C /I lieiio oU . O
X OX ^Q 9 T ri9 97 "K pkkbiscite 85 99 1tic. ml. A 1 TO CXtO.O
7l,f /M* rron ^~ Vi cn i OO » ri X'iO OO . O priority 131 lUO OQ 1i:;0 .
1
O Jlillo Uli T 9(^ "^9 7 propaganda 275 f^X , 0 O C7 / 1 . 0
pti 7 oo 1 A RXO • o rationing 268 by , b <^by •7 O/2 .
VVmJL X w C/ 9RQ Oif , O 9 '^1^OX fil Q sabotage 280 10 Q/ 6 . O <S4I:0 bo,b
Vu'i n Vi 91 9 D O , i Xt:U synthetic 264 CC: Cbo . b cr\ DcO.c
Kxeroise f!«aJ^n>a J. w vy « Exer^rise F:
Arnold 116 30.1 41 10.9 Bizerte 161 41.8 96 23.7
Doolittle 305 79,3 225 60.3 Casablanca 157 40.8 99 26,5
Ei s enhovve r 232 60.3 134 35,9 Dakar 48 12.4 77 20.6
Hal s ey 39 10.1 21 5.6 Darwin 155 40.3 83 22.2
King 100 26. 35 9.3 Gibraltar 166 43.1 97 23,9
MacArthur 172 44.7 157 42.3 London 302 78.5 287 76.9
Marshall 124 32.2 43 11,5 Manilla 211 54,8 162 43.4
Nimitz 63 16.3 16 4.2 Natal 86 22.3 51 13.6
Fatten 103 26.7 20 5.3 Pearl Harbor 122 31.7 70 18.7
Rickenbacker 283 83.5 216 57.8 Port I.ioresby 126 32,7 66 17.6
Standley 76 19.7 30 8. Rangoon 187 48,6 138 36,9
Stilwell 90 23.4 39 7.7 Shanghai 270 70.2 271 72.6
Stalingrad 258 67.0 249 66.7
Valadivostock 136 35,3 113 30.2
Vichy 232 60,4 212 56.8

TABLE XXVIII 70
SCHOOL A'S RlilSTJLTS FOR EXERCISE E
Total number of boys tested 48
Total number of girls tested 56
Total pupils tested School a 104
Person CORRECT ANSWERS Person CORRECT ANSvvl.RS
Word Boys Girls Total Word Boys Girls Total
Place # ^ f % Place jf. f f %
Exercise A; Exercise Ds
*^axaacno 11 CI 1 QOO OD.O Darlaa lb O 1cx o / 0O«D
Onurcniil A D4o yo o ^OD • 1 DeGaulle 19 lo 54 32,7
Franco 14 lo C 1 Eden lb cQ •z ^oo 34 .b
Ghandi 57 by DO,
4
Giraud lo 0 lo 1 / .o
rii uler C A04 100 Q C "Zyo.o Goebbels Ob O QCO d4 51 . o
Aai—bneK 00 i70 • J. Litvinov 14 nI 9A 1C\J . 1
Mussel ini A A A "Z4o O 1 oo.y Montgomery O A64 A A44 4<d.o
Roosevelt A C oo lOi Q'7 O Rorixmel OO O "ZCO CD oo , /
buaiin oo "TLA 1 C Timoshenko 1 A14 OO "2 "z nOO, 1
Tojo 46 45 91 87.6 Wavel 12 14 26. 15.
Wihelmina 33 32 65 62.5
V CLX ^clo a
Exercise B« Exercise E;
Byrnes 5 5 10 9.6 Allies 28 33 61 58.7
Hull 12 8 20 19.2 commando attack 32 26 58 55.7
Jeffers 12 8 20 19.2 Conv oy 34 29 63 60.6
Kaiser 36 38 74 71.2 defensive 32 25 57 54.8
Knox 26 18 44 42.3 mine 30 27 57 54.8
Levfii 36 38 74 71.2 offensive 23 19 42 40.5
McNutt 7 12 19 18.2 plebiscite 8 11 19 18.2
Morgenthau 19 20 39 37.4 priorityIT V 19 15 34 32.7
Stimson 11 8 19 18.2 propa:, anda
IT C KJ 36 39 75 72.1
Stone 6 8 14 13.4 rationing 28 40 68 65.5
Wallace 24 28 52 50.1 sabotage 33 36 69 66.4
Willkie 25 14 39 37.4 synthetic 29 30 59 56.6
Exercise C: Exercise F:
Arnold 13 2 15 14.3 Bizerte 9 3 12 11.5
Doolittle 45 31 76 73.1 Casablanca 12 12 24 23.2
Eisenhower 25 15 40 38.4 Dakar 9 5 14 13.4
Halsey 5 5 10 9.6 Darvdn 11 2 13 12.5
King 10 6 16 15.4 Gibraltar 15 6 21 20.2
MacArthur 23 22 45 43.3 London 35 41 76 73.
Marshall 14 4 18 17.3 Manilla 26 22 48 46.
Nim.it z 8 2 10 9.6 Natal 5 1 6 5.7
Patton 8 0 8 7.7 Pearl Harbor 9 5 14 13.4
Rickenbacker 40 34 74 71.2 Port Moresby 3 5 8 7.7
Standi ey 10 4 14 13.4 Rstngoon 20 17 37 35.6
Stilwell 8 4 12 11.5 Shanghai 31 34 65 62.6
Stal ingrad 31 32 63 60.6
Valadivostock 10 7 17 16.3
Vichy 26 24 50 48.1

TABLE XXIX 71
SCHOGL B'S RESULTS FCR EXERCISE E
Total boys tested 63
Total girls tested 77
Pupils tested School B 140
Person CORRECT ANSVffiRS Person CORRECT AtfSvsERS
Word Boys Girls Total Yford Boys Girls Total
Place # ^ % Place # § § %
Exercise A:
1* fiTTi Ck r^rxrs 32 42 74 52.8
60 69 129 92,1
35 39 74 52.8
Ghandi 50 57 107 76.4
Hitler 61 73 134 95,6
pCft*i —sh^V 62 73 135 96.3
Ml iQ'^nl "in"iJJlilAO O w X J.11 X 62 71 133 94,9
Roosevelt 61 75 136 97,
S-hal i n 61 67 128 91,3
To^jo 59 69 128 91,3
TtTilhelmina 30 39 69 49.2
Vargas 21 30 51 46.4
Exercise B:
Byrnes 22 14 36 25.7
Hull 21 13 34 24.3
Jeffers 20 22 42 29.9
Kaiser 54 53 107 76.4
Lewis 36 ao 66 47,1
McNutt 53 60 113 80,6
Morgenthau 32 24 56 39.9
Stimson 18 17 35 24.9
Stone 23 23 46 32.8
\Vallace 52 58 110 78.5
Willkie 39 28 67 47.8
Exercise C:
Arnold 23 13 36 25,7
Doolittle 52 46 98 69.9
Eisenhoi^er 48 33 81 57.8
Halsey 6 3 9 6.4
King 10 7 17 12.1
MacARthxiT 24 28 52 47.1
l^arshall 17 10 27 19,2
Kimitz 4 2 6 4,2
Patton 20 4 24 17.1
Rickenbacker 50 43 93 66.4
Standi ey 17 16 33 23.5
Stilwell 11 9 20 14.2
Exercise D:
Dar liMi 31 24 55 39,3
XJ^ Vjl ^ X ^ 35 23 58 41.3
Eden 31 40 71 50.6
G ir aud 21 13 34 24.2
Goebbels 34 30 64 45.7
Litvinov 32 27 59 42.1
I '1ont fom e T*v 53 40 102 74.2
Romiiiel 59 51 110 78,5
Timoshenko 48 29 77 54,9
Wavel 26 o cCO 52 47.1
Exercise E:
Allies 48 46 94 67.1
comrnando attack 44 40 84 59.9
convoy 49 41 90 64.2
defensive 44 29 73 52.
mine 47 30 11 54.9
offensive 30 15 45 32,1
plebiscite 23 15 38 27,1
priority 16 24 40 28,5
propaganda 49 56 lor 74.9
rationing 49 56 105 74.9
sabotage 53 53 106 75,6
synthetic 45 43 88 62,8
Exercise F:
Bizerte 43 34 11 54,9
Casablanca 39 21 60 42,8
Dakar 37 19 56 39.9
Dexrwin 28 19 47 33.5
Gibraltar 27 19 46 32,8
London 53 59 112 79,9
Manilla 32 27 59 42,
Natal 20 12 32 22.8
Pearl liarbor 15 11 26 18.5
Port Moresby 30 19 49 45,
Rangoon 36 27 63 44.9
Shanghai 54 59 113 80,6
Stalingrad 52 57 109 77.8
Valadivostock 31 26 57 40.6
Uichy 42 41 83 59.2
fc
TABLE XXX 72
SCHOOL C'S R::STJLTS for riXERCISE E
Total "feoys tested 38
Total giils tested 27
Pupils tested school C 65
Person CORRECT A.J31ErS Person CORRECT AKSV^ERS
Word Boys Girls Total Tii'ord Boys Girls Total
Place # Jj: f % Place # ^ %
Exercise A: Exercise D:
Camacho 23 15 38 58,4 Darlan 21 16 37 56,9
Churchill 36 27 63 96.8 DeGaulle 25 11 36 S5.4
Franco 23 14 37 56.9 Eden 26 15 41 63.
Ghandi 34 21 55 84.5 Giraud 11 9 20 30.6
Hitler 37 27 64 98.4 Goebbels 32 18 50 76.9
Kai-Shek 36 27 63 96,8 Litvinov 22 13 35 53.9
Mussolini 36 26 62 95.3 Montgomery 32 16 48 73.8
Roosevelt 35 28 63 96.8 Rommel 37 20 57 87.5
Stalin 37 23 60 92.3 Timoshenko 30 12 42 64.5
Tojo 35 25 60 92.3 V«avel 18 le 28 42.9
Wilhelmina 28 24 52 79.9
Vargas 18 17 35 53.9
Exercise B: Exercise E:
Byrnes 15 14 29 44.5 Allies 35 26 61 93.8
Hull 27 18 45 69.2 commando attack 33 24 57 87.5
Jeffers 21 14 35 53.9 convoy 33 24 57 87.5
Kaiser 36 28 58 89.2 defensive . 30 18 48 73.8
Knox S3 18 51 78.4 mine
§5
26 59 90.7
Lewis 34 20 54 83. offensive 26 15 41 63.
McHutt 26 12 38 58,4 plebiscite 9 3 12 18.4
Morgenthau 38 24 62 95.3 priority 25 19 44 67.6
Stimson 26 13 39 59.9 propaganda 35 25 60 92.3
Stone 21 10 31 47.6 rationing 33 27 60 92.3
Wallace 32 20 52 79.9 sabotage 35 24 59 90.7
Willkie 31 21 52 79.9 synthetic 33 26 59 90.7
Exercise C: Exercise F:
Arnold 18 10 28 43. Bizerte 22 8 30 45.9
Doolittle 34 21 55 84.5 Casablanca 23 14 37 56.9
Eisenhovvcr 27 13 40 61.5 Dakar 21 11 32 49.4
H&lsey 8 7 15 23. Darmn 27 8 35 53.9
King 14 4 18 27.6 Gibraltar 28 11 39 59.9
MacArthur 17 20 37 56.9 London 36 28 64 98.4
Marshall 18 9 27 41.4 Manilla 30 18 48 73.8
Nimitz 11 6 17 26.1 Natal 10 6 16 24.6
Patton 16 7 23 35.3 PearlMarbor 26 11 37 56.9
Rickenbacker 33 19 52 79.9 Port ^'oresby 17 8 25 38.4
Stanaley 10 5 15 23. Rangoon 24 15 39 59.9
Stilwell 16 5 20 30.6 Shanghai 33 27 60 92.3
Stalingrad 36 23 59 90.7
Val adivo stock 14 38 58.4
Vichy 31 23 54 83.
m
TABLE XXXI 73
SCHOOL D'S RESULTS FOR EXERCISE E
Total boys tested 136
Total girls tested 156
Pupils tested School L 272
Person CORRECT ANSVJERS Person CORRECT ANSVJERS
Word Boys Girls Total Word Boys Girls Total
Place # # # % Place ^ %
Exercise A:
Camacho 82 70
Churchill 125 125
Rl^anco 74 67
Ghanai 97 96
hitler 131 131
Kai-Shek 132 131
Mussolini 128 120
PRoosevelt 131 132
Stalin 115 108
Tojo 130 125
Wilhelmina 91 93
Vargas OO 6 (
Exercise Bj
Byrnes 27 10
Hull 54 43
Jeffers 39 26
Kaiser 93 69
Knox 71 57
Lewis 104 92
McNutt 46 36
Morgenthau 68 51
Stimson 38 24
Stone 38 16
V/allace 87 77
Tvillike 71 51
Exercise C:
Arnold 34 12
Doolittle 92 73
EisenhoTirer 70 42
Hal sey 11 4
King 39 13
MacArthur 56 51
Marshall 44 14
Nimitz 25 5
Patton 38 6
Rickenbacker 83 72
Standley 17 5
Stilwell 26 16
Exercise D:
152 55,6 Darlan
250 91.7 LeGaulle
141 51.7 Eden
193 69.8 Giraud
262 96.2 Goebbels
263 96,5 Litvinov
248 91. Montgomery
263 96.5 Rommel
223 81.8 Timoshenko
255 83.5 Wavel
184 67.5
yu oo •
Exercise Ei
37 16.8 Allies
97 35.5 coMiPiando attack
65 23.8 convoy
152 59.4 defensive
128 46.9 mine
196 71.9 offensive
82 30.^ plebiscite
119 43.6 priority
62 22.7 propaganda
46 16.8 rationing
164 60.1 sabotage
122 44.7 synthetic
Exercise F:
46 16.9 Bizerte
165 60.5 Casablanca
112 41.1 Dakar
15 6.4 Darwin
52 19. Gibraltar
107 39.2 London
58 21.2 Manilla
30 11. Natal
44 16.1 Pearl Harbor
155 56.9 Port Moresby
22 8. . Rangoon
42 15.4 Shanghai
Stalingrad
Valadivostock
Vichy
44 31 75 27,6
67 47 104 38.1
43 28 71 26.
26 23 49 17.9
76 54 130 47.7
26 24 50 18,4
66 50 116 42.5
88 66 154 56.5
56 32 88 32.3
46 23 69 25.3
90 86 176 64 5
80 73 153 56 ?
88 80 168X W w 61 6
74 69 143 5? 5
86 74 160 58 7
58 46 104 38 1
23 8 31 113X X • «./
43 27 70 ?5 6
84 90 174X f ^ 63 8
82 89 171X / X 62 7
85 78 1 fi*^
89 86 X % o
48 33 81 29.7
46 31 11 28.2
44 25 69 25.3
42 32 74 27.2
48 38 86 31.5
93 92 188 67.8
69 59 128 46.9
31 21 52 19.
34 23 57 20.9
32 16 48 17.6
49 41 90 33.
87 89 176 64.5
75 11 152 55.9
32 42 74 27.2
68 76 145 53.1
rr
TABLE XXXII 74
SCHOOL E'S RESULTS FOR EXERCISE E
Total boys tested 99
Total girls tested 77
Pupils tested School E,
Person CORRECT AWSlft'ERS Person CORRECT AKSVffiRS
HVord Boys Girls Total Worfl Boys Girls Total
Place # jj: jj: % Place jf: f f %
Exercise A:
Camacho 51 41
Churchill 92 71
Franco 44 25
Ghandi 78 63
Hitler 94 75
Kai-Shek 95 73
Mussolini 90 70
Roosevelt 92 73
Stalin 84 66
Tojo 94 72
?k-ilhelmina 65 59
Vargas 40 22
Exercise B:
Byrne s 12 3
Hull 33 14
Jeffers 33 11
Kai ser 78 45
Knox 58 27
Lewis 82 59
McNutt 30 15
Mor p"enthau 60 24
R
Stone 19 6
Wallace 73 S8
Willkie 46 26
Exercise C:
Arnol ci 28 4
Doolittle 82 64
Eisenhower 62 n
Halsey 9 2
King 27 5
i.IacArthur 52 36
Marshall 31 6
rjinitz 15 1
Patton 21 3
Rickenb acker 77 48
Standley 22 0
Stilwell 30 5
Exercise D:
92 52.3 Larlan
163 92.5 LeGaulle
69 39.2 Eden
141 80. Ciraud
169 95.9 Goebbels
168 94.4 Litvinov
160 90.8 Montgomery
166 94.2 Rommel
150 84.2 Timoshenko
• Wavel
124 70.4
62 35.2
Exercise E:
15 8,5 Allies
47 26.6 commando atta
44 24.9 c onvoy
122 69.9 defensive
85 48.1 mine
141 80. offensive
45 25.4 plebiscite
84 47.6 priority
41 23.2 propaganda
25 14,1 rationing
121 68.7 sabotsige
72 40,8 synthetic
Exercise F:
32 18.1 Bizerte
136 72.2 Casablanca
83 52.8 Lakar
11 6.2 Darwin
32 16.1 Gibraltar
88 49.9 London
37 21. ivianilla
16 9.6 i^iatal
24 13.6 Pearl Harbor
125 71. Port l.ioresby
22 12.4 Rangoon
35 20. Shanghai
Stalingrad
Valadivostock
Vichy
A T ORCO / 0 AO C
OU o cCO 1 D /I 1
"KOOC JlO ou 9ft ACO . 'k
6C QO ou 17 1X / . X
D 1 O D
xu ^7 Ci. »
DO oo yo OO . f
71I i. ixO OO . C
47 21 68 38,7
38 14 52 29,6
68 59 127 72.
75 43 118 67.
77 46 123 70.
63 35 98 55,7
77 50 127 72,
57 20 77 43,6
27 10 32 16.6
28 20 48 27,3
71 57 128 72.5
76 57 133 75,6
74 54 128 72,5
66 42 110 62.3
39 18 57 32.5
37 21 58 32,9
37 17 54 30.6
47 22 69 39.2
48 23 71 40.3
85 67 152 86.4
54 36 90 51.1
20 11 31
38 20 58 32.9
44 18 62 35.2
58 38 96 54.4
65 62 127 72.
74 60 124 70.5
39 24 63 35.7
64 48 112 63.6
r
CHAPTER V
SUIBIARY AND CONCLUSIONS
*
Summary, The purpose of this study was to inquire into
the attitudes and knowledge of children concerning the present world
crisis. World 7i/ar II, A careful review of available literature con-
cerning children and the war revealed that many articles had been
published on the war in newspapers and magazines, '-^'hese articles
deal mostly with psychological effects of the war upon children and
emotional problems. Valuable information has been given us from
foreign countries where people are heroically facing the dangers of
war. Very few studies or surveys of children's attitudes and know-
ledge of war data have been fovind. Only one detailed study was
found, this survey having been made in New York city before the
United States of American was actively engaged in the present war.
A questionnaire of one himdred fifty statements was organize
for this survey. The statements were expressed in a variety of ways
for interest and for effectiveness of meaning. Exercises in yes-no
statements, multiple choice, completion, checking and matching exer-
cises were used in the questionnaire. Fifty statements of the
questionnaire inquired into children's attitudes, t)ne hundred state
ments sought correct answers to facts pertinent to the war. In its
final printed form, the questionnaire was given during the month of
J\ine, nineteen hvmdred and forty-three to seven hundred and fifty-
r
seven junior high school pupils in three xirban districts of New
England, namely; Portland, Maine; Hartford, Connecticut, and
in three districts near Boston, Massachusetts,
The results of the statements on attitudes are here interpreted.
Ninety-six per cent of all the pupils tested were interested in news
about the war, however, forty-eight per cent, less than one half of
the entire group, considered themselves well informed on events of
the war. Seventy-five per cent of the pupils considered the institu-
tion of war a waste of men, time and energy as nothing was permanent-
ly settled. Eighty-two per cent of those tested believed that America
was right in entering the war.
As to the causes of the war fifty-four per cent believed that
Japan had to go to war to gain more land for her crowded islands.
Thirty-five per cent of the girls and boys felt that the Versailles
Treaty was fair to all people involved and therefore it d0d not help
to lay the foundation of the present war. Thirty-seven per cent,
however, did not answer this statement, possibly indicating their lack
of knowledge of the Versailles Treaty or what it stood for, and were
thus unable to render an opinion. Eighty-nine and five tenths per
cent oi the pupils stated that we were not fighting this war mainly
to help England hold her empire. Nearly ninety-two per cent believed
that this war was being fought for the freedom of all people everywhere.
Concerning issues on government, sixty-two per cent of the
pupils believed that governments should derive their powers from the
people who are governed. About eighty-four per cent believed that
a government shoulo not exercise control over religion or over all
c
the right of its people. Ninety-one per cent of the pupils claimed
that the best government wants all of its people to have equal shares
of good s and property and fifty-one per cent of the pupils believed
that the beat way for our government to raise more money would be
through higher income taxes.
In attitudes toward other countries, eighty-eight per cent
of the pupils believed that England and America should send all
possible aid to Russia, Eighty-four per cent believed that France
should have her empire returned to her after the war and sixty-one
per cent agreea with England's stand, that India should not be granted
her freedom at this time, Eifty-one per cent stated that all people
of the Axis nations will ha'ee to be completely crushed to insure
lasting world peace.
Seventy-four per cent of the group thought that this world
would be a better place to live in if people were more religious.
The pupils showed a strong feeling against our enemies.
As to race, fifty-eight per cent of the pupils did not consider
people of the white race superior to people of the black or yellow
races. Eighty-seven per cent of the pupils believed that our negro
people deserve much credit for their help in this war. Seventy-five
per cent claimed that our Jewish people are making many worthwhile
contrib\i.tions to the war effort. As to individual people or national-
ities, sevent^r-fou.r per cent of the pupils claimed that they would
like to be friendly with all Americans j fifty-five per cent v/anted
to be friendly with all Chinese; fifty-four per cent stated their
r
desire to be friendly v^ith all Cutch people; sixty-one per cent
would be friendly with all English; thirty-eight per cent would be
friendly with all French people; fifty-three per cent would be friend-
ly with some Germans and twenty-five per cent fio not want to be friend-
ly with any Germans; fifty-one per cent of tne total group want to be
friendly with some Italians; forty-seven per cent of those tested
expressed the desire to be friendly with no Japanese, thirty-six per
cent of the pupils expressed the desire to be friendly with all
Mexicans; the greatest number, thirty-three per cent, want to be
friendly with most negroes; fifty per cent wanted to be friendly with
alllRussians and thirty-one per cent of the entire group want to be
friendly with some Spsinizards, It will be noted that the Japanese,
the Germans and the Italians were the most unpopular, while the
American people and our allies were the most popular.
Ninety-five per cent of the group consider the men and women
in the American armed forces the best fed, trained and equipped in
the world. Sixtypthree per cent claimed that the United States
must win the war to remain a wealthy nation,
Fiftypnine per cent of the group believed it better to talk
over one's fears with friends than to hold them to yo\;irself. Three
foTorths of the group stated that America is not free from foreign
attacks. One half of the children felt that air power was efficient
and strong enou.gh to destroy anything that floats in water. Seventy-
eight per cent believed that no worlsers in an essential war industry
should be allowed to strike in wartime.
rc
Concerning the outcome of the war, fortvj&four per cent felt
that we may expect the war "c end mthin five years, only seven per
cent of the pupils thought that the war would last ten or more years.
Seventy-seven per cent of the group stated that we may expect the
war against the Empire of Japan to last longer than the war in Europe
and fifty-eight per cent agree that we should see the war to the
finish and not have the war stop now and all nations make peace.
Ninety-eight per cent of the pupils hoped that the United States
and the Allies would win the war.
In their thinking of peace plans for the post war world,
the pupils proved themselves to he non-isolationists. Seventy-six
per cent stated that the United States should not keep to herself
after this war, but rather, assist other nations in solving their
problems. I'^orty-eight per cent did not favor the United States
being the most powerful nation from the peace plans. Fifty-two per
cent of the group felt that the Atlantic Charter should be the basis
for world peace plans. Seventy-five per cent of the pupils believed
that some form of international world government will be needed as
well as local governments, and sixty-one per cent believed that a
world police force may have to be maintained after the war to keep
lav/ and order
.
The jimior high school pupils tested in this survey stated
that newspapers and radio programs were their chief sources of infor-
mation on events of this war, aside from talking the events over with
members of their immediate farailies and friends. Forty per cent
r
claimed that they obtained most of their war information fx'cm news-
papers, Twentypnine per cent of the group stated that the radio was
their chief source of news, v\hile sixteen per cent claimed that they
learned about the war mostly by talking with their families and fri-
ends, "Life" was the most popular magazine being selected as the best
magazine by thirty-five per cent of the group, iileven per cent of the
group read "Time" magazine, while six per cent prefer the RReader's
Digest". Sijcty-seven per cent reported some favorite magazine while
thirty-three per cent claimed that they read no magazines, of particu-
lar interest on the war, "One World" by "nendell Vsillkie was the most
read book, according to the survey, being read by seven per cent of the
groi:f), "Mission To Moscow" by J, E, Davies was second on the
children's list having been read by only four per cent and about
three per cent reported "Guadalcanal Eiary" by R, W, Tregaskis as the
most interesting book read on the war, A surprising ntimber of pupils
claimed that they had not read any book on the v/ar. Five hxmdred
twelve pupils or sixty-seven and five tenths per cent of the groups
reported no books read. Many of the books reported by the children
are to be found on adult reading lists. At the time of the presenta-
tion of the questionnaire quite a few good books for adolescents had
bean published but it is quite possible that these books had not
found their way into the classroom. It may also be possible that
schoo s are busy helping, children learn to read but do not provide
a satisfactory choice of up-to-date reading materials for pupils to
read for enjoyment in their leisure time. It is quite apparent that
rG
children do not read many books or at least they have not read many
books corcerning the war.
The results from the one h\mdred statements seeking knovdedge
of facts showed that the pupils were well informed on events of the war.
Eighty-four per cent knew that the Ifforth African campaign had ended
with a victory for the Allies. Sixty-eight per cent were correct
that the Bismarck Battle was a severe defeat fro the Japanese and
seventy-nine per cent knew that the American forces had driven the
Japanese from Attu Island. Seventy-five to ninety per cent of the
pupils were aware that the Nazis had invaded and conquered Belgium,
Denmark, France, Poland and the Netherlands,
Sixty-eight per cent of the children realized that the Nazis
do not make progress against the Russians in winter. Eighty per cent
were correct in knowing that the submarine menace in the Atlantic
ocesji had not been wiped out at the time of the survey. Eighty-two
per cent knew that the leaders of the chief Allied countries had
met at Casablanca,
The pupils were well informed concerning events on the home
front. Seventj''-eight per cent knew that point rationing was intro-
duced into this country from England. Seventy-seven per cent knew that
the purpose of the OPA was to keep pricee do^vvn. Ninety-one per cent
were aware of the manpower shortage in Ar;riculture and ninety-six
per cent had knowledge of the expensive strike among the coal miners.
Eighty-four per cent of the group knew that Brazil had joined
the Allies and seventy-three per cent knew that the revolution in
r
Argentina, at the time may have led to more friendly relations with
the Allied powers.
Fifty-eifht per rent of the pupils were correct in knowing that
essential natural rf^sources needed in an industrial nation, like our
own, are not evenly distributed throughout the world. Fifty- six per
cent knew that blood plasma was not extensively used in 7iiorld Vvar I,
Many of the junior high school pupils tested in this survey
were fam.iliar with and could make proper associations nvith only the
most prominent leaders of ccjintries and of the armed forces, for both
America and foreign coijintries, Chiang Kai-Shek was know by the
largest number of pupils or ninety-six and five tenths per cent of the
total group. President Roosevelt ard A, Hitler were both known by
by ninety- six and three tenths of the group. Toijo of Japan was known
to ninety-two per cent of the pupils and IfV, Churchill was know to
niBBty-one and eight tenths per cent of the group, B« Mussolini was
known to ninety-one per cent of the pupils. A, Cemacho of Kexico,
Queen Wilhelmina of Holland, M. Ghandi of India, Franco of Spain
were all known to forty-six or more per cent of the pupils, J. Stalin
of Russia we>.s recognized by about eighty-four per cent of the group.
The least knovm of this group of internationally famous leaders was
G. D. Vargas of Brazil who was known to only thirty-four per cent
of the pupils. This group of famous people was the best known
group to the majority of the children tested.
Group B brought before the children leaders on our home
front, of these John Lewis was recognized by the greatest number

of pupils or seventy-six per cent. Henry Raiser was knovn to about
sixty-nine per cent of the group and ji. Wallace was knov/ to only
fifty-five per cent of the pupils, Frank Knox, the Secretary of our
Navy, Henry dorgenthau , U. cJ. Secretary of Treasury, and "Wendell
lYillkie were know to only forty to fifty per cent of our pupils.
Six of the home front leaders of the period were known to thirty
per cent or less of the groups.
Of the leaders of ovr armed forces, at that time, the pupils
knew only four, J. Doolittle v:as knoim to seventy per cent of the
group, -t', Rickenbacker was recognized by sixty-five per cent,
D, D. Eisenhower, who had led the I'^orth African campaign was known
by only forty-eight per cent of the group and General MacArthur,
leader of early heroes of the Philippines^ was recognized by only forty-
three per cent of the pupils. Arnold, W, Halsey, S, J,' King,
Chester Nimitz, G, Patton, W. H. Standley and J. W, Stilwell vrere
known to less than twenty-two per cent of the group tested.
Of foreign leaders on the war front, E, Rommel v:as knov/n
by the greatest number of pupils or sixty-five per cent. B. Mont-
gomery, brillant gnglish leader of the famous eighth army, and J,
Goebells were knwon by fifty-fofir per cent of the girls and boys.
C, DeGaulle, French leader, and S, Timoshenko, Russian leader, were
known to only forty and forty-one per cent of the group.
In the groups testing the m.eaniag of war terris the follovdng
were known to sixty per cent or over of the group; Allies, commando
attack, convoy, mine, propaganda, rationing, sabotage and s^Tiethetic,
r
C4
The pupils were not familiar with strategic centersof war
activity. London, England was known to the greatest number of pupils
or only seventy-eight per cent, Shanghai, China was l^nwn to seventy-
one and fovy ^^"^ths per cent of the pupils ar.d Stalingrad w:;s known to
sixty-seven per cent, -he places known to the least number of pupils,
according to the associations to be made in the exercise, included
Natal, Dakar, Fort Moresby and Pearl Harbor. These places vr^rp. kno''".'n
to tv-enty-five per cent or le^'c of the group.
There was very little difference among the grovps tested,
although they are widely separated throughout Wew England, regarding
their reactions or attitudes to the top>ics on the war considered.
Example: Statement A, number three, "America should have kept out of
this war." Of the seven hundred fifty-seven pupils tested in all of the
schools, eighty-two and four tenths per cent or six hundred and twenty-
four pupils believed "NO" or that Ameriia was right in entering this war.
For each district the results were as follows: School A, seventy-nine
and nine tenths per cent believed "NO"; School B, eighty-two per cent
said "NO" J School C, nearly eighty-eight per cent said "NO"; in
School D, nearly eighty-four per cent of the girls and boys said "NO",
and in School E, eighty per cent of the pupils believed "NO".
Another example, showing the sameness of attitude regardless of locality,
may be taken from statement eighteen in exercise A — "This woiild be a
better r-orld if peo .le were more religious," Total results seventy-three
and three tenths per cent of the pupils said "Yes". Results of School A,
nearly eighty-three per cent said "YES"; School B, seventy-one per cent
said "YES"; about sixty-eight per cent of School C, about seventy-five •

per cent of School E believed, "YES"; and seventy-one per cent of
School E b^"'''e'^ed the same,
Conclusi'^rs. The pupils of the jiirior hi£;h school r-rovps
te-'ted for this survey v-ere interested in the various phaces of the
war, they were well informed on events of this war. These pupils
were not as well infomed cc •^.cerni'^3 the people or "''eces i^ the
war news. •
By direct questioning and indirect testing;, the pupils showed
their faith in the democratic principles of our governraent . These
yomg people favor President Roosevelt's four freedoms, show an
appreciation of religion as a force for the ^ood of inankind, and al-
though most of the pupils do not consider war the best way for nations
to settle disputes, they are strongly in favor of assisting our heroic
Allies to a victory of unconditional surrender over our aggressors,
the Empire of Japan and the German Reich,
The results of the questionnaires showed the pupils to be
tolerant and total Iv xmselfish in their attitudes toward other races,
people and nations. Although junior high school pupils may have no
direct relationships with people of foreign countries, they do hold
definite opinions, either favorable or unfavorable, toward foreign
people. It may be reasonably assumed that by this grade level sone of
the girl? and boys have acquired some degree of intellectual tolerance
of others and are not as easily influenced by emotions as are younger
pupils. In several instances these junior high school pupils shewed,
in general, clear thinking and good judgment, their answers being
t
based upon a knowledge of the facts involved and the ability to
reason according to this information.
The thinking of our yoxmg people is greatly influenced by
newspaper articles and programs on the radio. No child can avoid
hearing war news nor can he escape the ef Tects of this war to some
degree. According to this survey, rirls and boys of junior high
school age do not read many books concerning the warj they seem
to prefer lighter reading material as is available in picture maga-
zines and newspapers.
These junior high school pupils possessed a keen interest in
war heroes as is typical of this age group, ^i-en wno had made sen-
sational headlines in the news or on the radio were known to the
majority of the pupils, '
An objective questionnaire, the statements of which are based
upon the expressions and thoughts of the young people themselves,
may bring satisfactory results. Granting the sehortcomings of any
test or questionnaire to accomplish all that it plans to, this
questionnaire of one hundred and fifty statements, used in this
survey to test the attitudes and knowledge of junior high school
pupils on "'orld li/ar II, proved to be adequate.
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An Abstract of a Thesis
ATTITUDES AND KNOWLEDGE OF CHILDREN REfiARDING
THE PRESENT VfORLD CRISIS, TOLD WAR II
Many educators realize that one source of the strength of
a nation lies in the ability of its youth to ijnderstand, to up-
hold, and to perpetuate the beliefs of trnt nation. The attitudes
and knoT/ledge held by ovr junior high school pupils of today iwill
unite to fom the foimdation or basis from which their reasoning
and actions will materialize in the post war world. These pupils
must become aware of the riches, both tangible and intangible,
the vastness and the potency of the heritage that is theirs.
The purpose of this survey was to inquire into the atti-
tudes and knowledge held by girls and boys of grade seven con-
cerning different features of the present "ft-orld crisis. World War II.
The questionnaire, organized for this purpose, contained
one hundred and fifty items, concerning events, people, places,
and essential phases of the war effort. The research for the selec-
tion of the items for the questionnaire required a careful study
of books, magazines and newspapers for the eighteen months after
we entered the world conflict. Exercises of yes-no statements,
multiple choice, completion, checking and matching exercises were
used, -^'ifty items were states to inquire into the pupil S' attitudes,
one hundred items sought a knowledge of facts. The final, printed
Q
questionnaire was taken by seven h\mdred and fifty-seven pupils
in June, nineteen hiondred aixd forty-three. Three hundred eighty-
four boys and three hundred seventy-three girls were tested. These
pupils attending junior high schools in Portland, iviaine; ilartford,
Connecticut J Brookline, Newton, and Viellesley in Massachusetts.
The results of the questionnaire survey, a few of which
are given here, showed that the pupils were well informed concern-
ing events of this war; they were not as well informed concerning
particular people, their work, or places of strategic importance.
Ninety-six per cent of the pupils expressed interest in war news,
only forty-eight per cent considered themselves well informed.
Eighty-two per cent believed that America was right in entering
the war, Nearly ninety-two per cent believed that this war was
being fought for the freedom of all people ever^n/rhere. Ssventr,'"-
five per cent were agairist war but felt triat we should continue
now until victory for us.
The pupils expressed faith in the democratic principles
of our way of life, Sixty-two per cent believed that governments
should derive their powers from the people governed. Eighty-four
per cent believed that a government should not exercise control
over religion or over all rights of a people, Seventy-four per
cent thought that this would be a better world if people were
more religious.

The girls and boys were tolerant in their attitudes toward
races of people and nations; they were unselfish in urging aid to
to our Allies, particularly to i:<ussia. The most popular people,
other than the ^ericans, were our heroic Allies: the iiJiglish,
Chinese, Dutch, Russians and the -i^rench people, l^he most unpopula
groups were the Japanese, Germans, ana the Italian people.
Concerning the post war peace plans, most pupils were
non-isolationists. Seventy-six per cent stated that the United
States should not keep to herself after t is war, but rather,
assist tther nations in solving their problems, i'orty-eight per
cent did not favor the United States becoming the most powerful
nation in the world. Fifty-two per cent felt that the Atlantic
Charter should be the basis for world peace plans. Seventy-five
per cent believed th^at sane form of international world govern-
ment would be needed as well as local governments, and sixty-one
per cent believed that a world police force may have to be main-
tained after the war to keep law and order.
Newspapers and radio programs were the chief sources of
information, "Life" magazine was read by thirty-five per cent of
the group. Eleven per cent read "Time", and six per cent prefer
the "Reader's Digest." Thirty-three per cent named no magazines.
"One »vorld," by Yif'endell Y/illkie, was read by seven per of the
group. Four per cent had read "^^ission to Moscow" by J, E. Davies
three per cent reported "Guadalcanal Diary" by R, VV, Tregaskis as
cc
a most interesting war book. Five hundred twelve pupils or
sixty-eight per cent reported no books read.
Accurate knowledge of Vfar terms, campaign battles and happen-
ings on the home front was recorded. The pupils were not familiar
with strategic centers of war activity; -London, England, being
known to only seventy-eight per centj Shanghai, China to only
seventy- one per cent of the group.
Many pupils were familiar with only the most prominent
leaders of countries and the armed forces, Chiang Kai-Shek,
President Roosevelt, A, Hitler, Tojo, »»inston Churchill, i^. Musso-
lini, emd Joseph otalin were known, in the order given, by the
greatest number of pupils, John Lewis, one of the twelve home
front leaders listed, was best known or to seventy-six per cent
of the group. Testing for knowledge of heroes and the leaders of
oxir armed forces, at that time, J, Doolittle, S, Rickenbacker
,
D, D, Eisenhower and MacArthiir were the best known, E, Rommel,
G, Montgomery and J, Goebbels were the best kmson foreign leaders.
There was no essential difference in the pupils* reactions
from the different districts tested. Much literature is available
concerning children and the war, particularly on children's emotional
and adj\istment problems. Foreign countries have generouily told us
of their war experiences and management, however, few detailed
surveys of chiloren's attitudes and knowledge of war data have been
completed to date, in tiiis country.
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A QUESTIONNAIRE ON WORLD WAR H
JUNE, 1943
School Boy Girl Age Grade
A. DIRECTIONS: Before each statement there is a plus and a minus sign. If you believe or agree
with the statement draw a circle around the plus sign. Example: + — I am an American.
Draw the circle around the plus sign. If you do not agree with a statement draw a circle
around the minus sign. Example: + — I live in Brazil. If you do not understand a statement
and cannot answer it, place a question mark before the number of the statement.
I believe:
YES NO
1. — I arn interested in news about the war.
2. -(- — I consider myself well informed on events of this war.
3.
-f- — America should have kept out of this war.
4. + — Governments should get their power from the people who are governed.
5. -|- — The Russians should be sent all the aid possible from England and America.
6. + — It would be best for the war to stop now and all nations make peace.
7. + — People of the white race are better than black people or yellow people.
8. + — The government should control religion and all rights of its people.
9. H- — The best government wants all its people to have equal shares of goods and property.
10. + — Our Negro people deserve much credit for their help in this war.
11. + — Japan had to go to war to gain more land for her crowded islands.
12. + — The peace after the war should be based upon the Atlantic Charter.
13. 4- — After the war the United States should keep to herself and not interfere with other
nations or try to help them solve their problems.
14. + — The best peace plans will make the United States the most powerful nation in the world.
15. -|- — A world police force will have to be maintained after the.war to keep law and order.
16. + — France should be given back her empire after the war.
17. + — We are fighting this war mainly to help England hold her empire.
18. + — This would be a better world if people were more religious.
19. -j- — After this war an international world government will be needed as well as local gov-
ernments to insure lasting peace.
20.
-f- — The Versailles Treaty was not fair to all people involved and thereby helped lay the foun-
dation for the present war.
21.
-f- — India should be given her freedom now.
22. -|- — I hope the United States and Allies will win the war.
23. + — All people of the Axis nations will have to be completely crushed to insure peace.
24. + — No workers in an essential war industry should be allowed to strike in wartime.
25. + — Our Jewish people are making many worthwhile contributions to the war effort.
26. — The men and women in the American armed forces are the best fed, trained and
equipped in the world.
27. -j- — We are fighting this war for the freedom of all people everywhere.
28. + — The North African campaign has ended with a victory for the Allies.
29. + — The South American country still friendly with the Axis is Brazil.
30. -|- — Natural resources needed in an industrial nation, like our own, are evenly distributed
throughout the world.
31. + — Point rationing was introduced into this country from England.
32. -j- — Nothing that floats is safe against efficient air forces.
33. + — The Bismarck Battle gave the Japanese a decisive victory.
34. + — The Nazis make their greatest progress against the Russians in winter.
35. -j- — The OPA has set a list of ceiling prices to keep prices up.
36. -|- — The use of blood plasma was extensively used in World War I.
37. + — There is a manpower shortage in Agriculture.
38. -(- — The submarine menace in the Atlantic ocean has been wiped out.
39. + — The leaders of the chief Allied countries recently met in Casablanca.
40. + — Every six months in this war we are spending as much money as we did for the whole of
World War I.
41.
-f- — It is better to talk over your fears with friends than to hold them to yourself.
42. + — America is free from and should not fear any foreign attacks from her enemies.
43. + — The Japanese have been driven from Attu Island by American forces.
44. + — The revolution in Argentina may lead to more friendly relations with Allied powers.
45.
-f- — We can expect the war against Japan to last longer than the war in Europe.
46. + — No matter who wins the war, the United States will always be wealthy. f
B. DIRECTIONS: In the choice questions place the number of the answer that you select on the line
before the statement. Example: A horse is (1) a plant (2) an animal (3) a fish. What
number should be placed on the line before the sentence?
1 One of our best bombers is the (1) Zero (2) Liberator (3) Messerschmidtt.
2 In one day a transport plane can fly to Dakar and return to Natal (1) once (2) twice
(3) three times.
3 Lieut. General Frank Andrews, recent commander of the Allied front in Europe, was (1)
promoted (2) transferred to the Pacific area (3) killed in Iceland.
4 There has been nationwide talk over a recent strike among (1) factory workers (2) coal
miners (3) ship workers.
5 Wars are (1) the best way for nations to settle their differences (2) a good way to reduce
crowded regions of the world (3) a waste of men, time and energy as they settle nothing.
6 The best way for our government to raise more money would be (1) place higher taxes on
business (2) increase sales taxes (3) have higher income taxes.
7 We may expect the war to end within (1) 2 years (2) 5 years (3) 10 or more years.
8 1 gain most of my information on the war from (1) magazines (2) radio programs (3) talk-
ing with my family and friends (4) discussions at school (5) newspapers.
9 The best magazine that I read concerning the war is
10 The most interesting book that I have read on the war is
C. Every person has opinions about other people and other lands. Do you think you would like to be
friendly with the people named below? Draw a line under the word that best describes how
you feel about each group of people.
I want to be friendly with
—
1. No Americans Some Americans Most Americans All Americans
2. No Chinese Some Chinese Most Chinese All Chinese
3. No Dutch people Some Dutch people Most Dutch people All Dutch people
4. No English Some English Most English All English
5. No French Some French Most French All French
6. No Germans Some Germans Most Germans AU Germans
7. No Italians Some Italians Most Italians All Italians
8. No Japanese Some Japanese Most Japanese All Japanese
9. No Mexicans Some Mexicans M6st Mexicans All Mexicans
10. No Negroes Some Negroes Most Negroes AU Negroes
11. No Russians Some Russians Most Russians All Russians
12. No Spaniards Some Spaniards Most Spaniards All Spaniards
D. Check (/) the European countries that have been invaded and conquered by the Nazis.
1 Belgium 6 Russia
2 Denmark 7 Spain
3 England 8 Switzerland
4 France 9 The Netherlands
5 Poland 10 Turkey
E. In each exercise below (A, B, C, D, E, F), put the number of the item in Column II opposite the
name of the person in Column I with which it is most closely associated. In exercise F the
the names of cities are to be matched with the countries in which they are located.
\
Column I
Avila Camacho
Winston Churchill
.Francisco Franco
..Mohandas Ghandi
Adolf Hitler
Chiang Kai-Shek
..Benito Mussolini
..Franklin D. Roosevelt
..Joseph Stalin
.Xideki Tojo
..Queen Wilhelmina
..Getulio D. Vargas
.James F. Byrnes
..Cordell HuU
..WilHam JeflEers
..Henry Kaiser
.Prank Knox
..John L. Lewis
..Paul McNutt
..Henry Morgenthau
..Henry Stimson
..Harland F. Stone
..Henry A. Wallace
..Wendell L. Willkie
Henry H. Arnold
.James Doolittle
.Dwight D. Eisenhower
.William F. Halsey
.Ernest J. King
.Douglas MacArthur
George C. Marshall
.Chester Nimitz
George Patton
.Edward Rickenbacker
.William H. Standley
Joseph W. Stilwell
Column II
Exercise A
1. Brazil
2. China
3. England
4. Germany
5. India
6. Italy
7. Japan
8. Mexico
9. Netherlands
10. Persia
11. Russia
12. Spain
13. Turkey
14. United States
Exercise B
1. Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
2. Good Will Ambassador
3. Manpower head
4. President of the United Mine Workers
5. Rubber coordinator
6. Ship Builder
7. ' Speaker of the House
8. U. S. Secretary of Labor
9. U. S. Secretary of Navy
10. U. S. Secretary of State
11. U. S. Secretary of Treasury
12. U. S. Secretary of War
13. Vice president of the United States
14. War Mobilization Director
Exercise C
1. Admiral in command of our Pacific fleet
2. Allied commander in the South Pacific
3. Commander of the Russian front
4. Allied commander of North African front
5. Allied commando leader
6. Commander-in-Chief of the U. S. Fleet
7. Commander in China-Burma-India area
8. Commander of the U. S. Army Air Forces
9. Hero of the Philippines
10. Leader of the air raid on Tokyo
11. Rescued air hero
12. U. S. Ambassador to Russia
.13. U. S. Army Chief-of-Staff
14. U. S. Tank Corp.
1Exercise D
Jean Darlan 1. Ambassador to Turkey
Charles DeGaulle 2. Assassinated French leader
Anthony Eden 3. British Commander-in-Chier in India
TT TT • 1Henri H. Giraud 4. British Foreign Secretary
Joser Goebbels 5. German r leld Marshal deieated in Africa
Maxim Litvinov cD. German Propaganda Minister
Xjcrnaro. ivionigoniery 7 German Submarine Commander
Erwin Rommel 8. Leader oi the British 8th Army
Semen Timoshenko 9. Leader of the Free French
Archibald Wavel 10. Russian Ambassador
11. Russian Army leader
12. Pro-Nazi French leader
Exercise E
Ames i. an armed escort
commando attack 6. direct vote of the people
convoy 6. distribute goods in limited amounts
defensive A4. explosives concealed in land or water
mine 5. facts not always true
oiiensive b. fight to protect home soil
prebiscite 7. first choice
.priority oo. friends
propaganda ' 9. last to receive goods
rationing 10. made artifically
sabotage 11. quick raid
synthetic 12. Secretly destroy goods
13. total blackout
14. war carried to foreign soil
Exercise F
Bizerte 1. Australia
Casablanca 2. Brazil
Dakar 6. Burma
Darwin 4. China
Gibraltar 5. iLingland
London b. r ranee
Manilla 7. French West Africa
-Natal o. Morocco
Pearl Harbor 9 New Guinea
Port Moresby 10. Oahu
Rangoon 11. Philippine Islands
Shanghai 12. Russia
Stalingrad 13. Siberian Russia
Valadivostock 14. Spain
Vichy 15. Tunisia
16. United States
17. Venezuela
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